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A Tributary Model of State Formation
Ethiopia, 1600-2015
B. Abegaz

- Presents a concise characterization of the Afro-Asiatic model of tributary state formation
- Focuses on case studies that represent the three variants of the Ethiopian state since the 1600s
- Offers theoretical implications for modern state-building and nation-building in Africa that go beyond what is typically offered by the neo-patrimonial paradigm

A Tributary Model of State Formation: Ethiopia, 1600-2015 addresses the perplexing question of why a pedigreed Ethiopian state failed to transform itself into a nation-state. [...]

Contents
Chapter 1: State Formation and Nation Building.- Chapter 2: The Afro-Asiatic Tributary-Civilizational State, 1600-1900.- Chapter 3: The Gondarine Tributary-Military State, 1600-1800.- Chapter [...]

Fields of Interest
African Politics; International Political Economy; Development Theory; Political Economy/Economic Policy

Series Title
Advances in African Economic, Social and Political Development

The German Political Foundations’ Work between Jerusalem, Ramallah and Tel Aviv
A Kaleidoscope of Different Perspectives
A. Abelmann, K. Konarek (Eds)

- New field of research
- Great importance of German political foundations as a player of German foreign policy in a rapidly changing world
- Great significance of German-Israeli relations

The German political foundations are a world-wide unique phenomenon. The concept of their international work as both independent organizations and state financed institutes are naturally raising several questions. This book focus on the [...] 

Contents
The German political foundations abroad: A collection of historical case studies.- The German political foundations from an anthropological, political science and law perspectives.- The German [...]

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; Middle Eastern Politics; German Politics; Democracy

Series Title
Edition ZfAS

The BBC, The ‘War on Terror’ and the Discursive Construction of Terrorism Representing al-Qaeda
J. Ahmad

- Provides much needed empirical insight into the changing nature of the BBC’s representations of al-Qaeda from across the ‘war on terror’ period
- Synthesises theoretical approaches taken from political communications and cultural studies scholarship, a perspective that provides a deeper level of understanding of the way phenomena such as ‘al-Qaeda’ is made meaningful for British television audiences
- Provides unique insight into the way BBC journalists and editors themselves have sought to reflect on the difficulties of representing phenomena such as al-Qaeda, and, moreover, the ‘war on terror’ more generally

In the years since the September 11th 2001 attacks, the al-Qaeda phenomenon has become one of the [...]

Contents
Introduction: The BBC, the ‘war on terror’ and al-Qaeda.- Chapter 1: Understanding al-Qaeda as a discursive phenomenon. [...] 

Fields of Interest
Terrorism and Political Violence; International Security Studies; Conflict Studies; British Politics; [...] 

Series Title
New Security Challenges
Trajectory of Land Reform in Post-Colonial African States

The Quest for Sustainable Development and Utilization

A. O. Akinola, H. Wissink (Eds)

- Examines post-colonial land reforms across various African states
- Identifies policy gaps in the land project and offers practical policy options towards sustainable agrarian reform, food security, socio-economic, and political development
- Takes a holistic approach to understanding Africa’s land question

This book is an examination of post-colonial land reforms across various African states. One of the decisive contradictions of colonialism in Africa was the distortion of use, access to and ownership of land. Land related issues and the need for […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
African Politics; Development and Post-Colonialism; Public Policy

Series Title
Advances in African Economic, Social and Political Development

Coalition Politics and Federalism

A. Albala, J. M. Reniu (Eds)

- Analyzes the verticalization of coalition cabinets
- Presents various case studies regarding countries with federal and hybrid systems of government
- Examines diverse factors affecting the degree of congruence of political coalitions

This book analyzes the verticalization of coalition cabinets from the national to the sub-national level. […]

Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction.- Chapter 2: The missing piece: introducing the 4th generation of coalition theories.- Chapter 3: Coalition building on the federal and on the länder level in germany.- […]

Fields of Interest
Electoral Politics; Comparative Politics; Public Administration; Democracy

The Politics of International Political Theory

Reflections on the Works of Chris Brown

M. Albert, A. F. Lang Jr. (Eds)

- Explores three broad themes arising from Professor Chris Brown’s work: Judgement, Liberalism, and Human Rights
- Provides a reflection on the state of International Political Theory (IPT) today
- Analyzes morality and ethics in issues such as the legitimacy of war and violence and “responsibility to protect”

This book assesses the impact of the work of Chris Brown in the field of International Political Theory. The volume engages with general issues of IPT as well as basic issues such as the use and role of practical reasoning and presents a nuanced […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Foreign Policy; Globalization; Social Justice, Equality and Human Rights; Ethics
Iraqi Kurdistan’s Statehood Aspirations
A Political Economy Approach
A. Anaid, E. E. Tugdar (Eds)

- Addresses the issues of Kurdistan’s political economy with historically grounded, theoretically informed, and conceptually relevant scholarship
- Fills in a significant gap in the literature and needs further research on the relationship between statehood aspirations and political economy
- Analyzes how different sectors of economy i.e. oil, agriculture, water, tourism affect political aspirations

This edited volume addresses the issues of Iraqi Kurdistan’s political economy with historically grounded, theoretically informed, and conceptually relevant scholarship that prioritizes comparative politics over international relations. [..]

Contents
1. Introduction.- 2. The Nature of Political Economy Challenges of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.- 3. Compatibility of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq’s Institutions and Economic Development within [...] 

Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics; Democracy; Regionalism; Regional Development; International Political Economy

Series Title
Middle East Today

November 2018
IX, 157 p. 6 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 54.99 | € 64.99 | $ 79.99 ISBN 978-3-319-93419-8

All Languages Rights Available

Gold Mining and the Discourses of Corporate Social Responsibility in Ghana
N. Andrews

- Provides comprehensible analysis of different aspects of CSR-development in Ghana
- Enriches policy making and dialogue on mining-engendered development
- Explores the impact of mining on cases in the African, Caribbean, and South American regions

This book critically examines the practice and meanings of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and how the movement has facilitated a positive and somewhat unquestioned image of the global corporation. [..]

Contents
1. Chapter 1: Gold Mining and CSR: Responsibility to Whom, for What?- 2. Chapter 2: “We need social licence to actually mine and we believe communities are part of what we do”: Contested [...] 

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; African Politics; Corporate Social Responsibility; Natural Resources; Development Studies; Public Policy

Series Title
International Political Economy Series

May 2018
XIX, 221 p. 6 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 123.00 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00 ISBN 978-3-319-77103-8

All Languages Rights Available

Technology, Institutions and Labor
Manufacturing Automobiles in Argentina and Turkey
F. Apaydin

- Discusses the impact of technology on developing nations with regards to industrial restructuring
- Uses Argentina and Turkey as case studies to consider the varying responses to industrial upgrading in the Global South
- Focuses upon the use of vocational education to govern labor unrest

In this book Fulya Apaydin argues that labor responses to dramatic technological change are influenced by the political institutions of the Global South more than any other factor. In addressing vocational education programs – which are highly [...] 

Contents
Chapter 1 - Introduction: The Politics of Changing Hearts and Minds.- Chapter 2 - Automobiles, Skill Formation and Development.- Chapter 3 - All Quiet on the Turkish Front: Workers After Fordism [...] 

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; Development Studies; Labor Economics; Professional and Vocational Education; Culture and Technology

Series Title
International Political Economy Series

Approx. 225 p. 6 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 64.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99 ISBN 978-3-319-92320-8

All Languages Rights Available
The Legacy of the Good Friday Agreement
Northern Irish Politics, Culture and Art after 1998
C. I. Armstrong, D. Herbert, J. E. Mustad (Eds)
• Provides insights from a wide range of disciplines.
• Specifically focuses on Northern Ireland after the Good Friday agreement.
• Contains essays from leading contributors in the fields of politics, history, literature, drama, cultural studies, sociology and social psychology.
This book provides a multidisciplinary collection of essays that seek to explore the deeply problematic legacy of post-Agreement Northern Ireland. Thus, the authors of this book look at a number of issues that continue to stymie the development […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Peace Studies; Conflict Studies; Terrorism and Political Violence; British Politics; Political History

Series Title
Palgrave Macmillan Research

The Blind Spots of Public Bureaucracy and the Politics of Non-Coordination
T. Bach, K. Wegrich (Eds)
• Provides important theoretical insights into the organizational underpinnings of successful coordination
• Identifies causes of supposedly irrational or dysfunctional behaviour of public organizations
• Discusses implications for institutional design, indicating how to deal with inherent biases in organizational decision making
How to better coordinate policies and public services across public sector organizations has been a major topic of public administration research for decades. However, few attempts have been made to connect these concerns with the growing body of […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Political Leadership; Legislative and Executive Politics; European Union Politics; Governance and Government; Political Communication

Series Title
Executive Politics and Governance

The Politics of Wellbeing
Theory, Policy and Practice
I. Bache, K. Scott (Eds)
• Addresses wellbeing as a multidimensional phenomenon, which speaks to global challenges such as climate change, inequality and poverty
• Provides a theoretically grounded but accessible analysis of wellbeing and its relation to politics and policy
• Offers a distinctive contribution from the Politics discipline to the policy debate on wellbeing
This volume is the first collection in the field of wellbeing studies that places politics centre stage. Through a combination of intellectual inquiry, empirically-grounded research, and investigation across different settings, this book aims to […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Comparative Social Policy; Social Policy; Social Structure, Social Inequality; Political Sociology

Series Title
Wellbeing in Politics and Policy
Trust in the European Union in Challenging Times
Interdisciplinary European Studies
A. Bakardjieva Engelbrekt, N. Bremberg, A. Michalski, L. Oxelheim (Eds)

• Part of the Interdisciplinary European Studies collection
• Brings together scholars from economics, law, and political science
• Offers important policy advice based on issues surrounding trust in the EU
This is the first book in the Interdisciplinary European Studies collection. This volume provides an interdisciplinary perspective on trust in the EU from the vantage point of political science, law and economics. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
European Union Politics; Sources and Subjects of International Law, International Organizations; Political Economy/Economic Policy; European Politics; Public Policy

Child Exploitation in the Global South
J. Ballet, A. Bhukuth (Eds)

• Offers unique field research and interviews with children from Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East Provides a complex, comparative analysis of child exploitation in the Global South
• Examines social representation of exploited children and their general well-being
This edited volume examines child exploitation in the Global South. It introduces several case studies and interviews articulated around two features: exploitation within the family and exploitation in relation to social contexts. The research [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Development and Children; Comparative Politics; Childhood, Adolescence and Society; Human Rights and Crime; Development Theory

Securing Our Natural Wealth
A Policy Agenda for Sustainable Development in India and for Its Neighboring Countries
D. Bandyopadhyay

• Deals with intellectual property rights (IPR) ‘governance’ issues, focusing on plant-variety protection, farmers’ rights, traditional knowledge, geographical indications and access to genetic resources
• Highlights essential policy issues that must be addressed in order to achieve sustainable development in this region without compromising on IPR sovereignty
• Raises essential questions and issues for policymakers and researchers in the field
This book explores various aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) regimes with regard to plant-variety protection and farmers’ rights; traditional knowledge; geographical indications, genetically modified crops; and access to genetic [...] 

Contents
Chapter 1.Introduction.- Chapter 2. Emergence of IPR Regimes and Governance Frameworks. [...] 

Fields of Interest
Development and Sustainability; Development Policy; Governance and Government

Series Title
South Asia Economic and Policy Studies
Human Rights and Agents of Change in Iran
Towards a Theory of Change
R. Barlow, S. Akbarzadeh (Eds)

- Extends debates on the interaction between universal human rights and the political experiences of Iranians
- Assesses practical processes by which individuals, organizations and movements can reform or impact the structural, theological, and political challenges in Iran
- Builds on work by Gready and Vanderhole on drivers of change and their key entry points

This volume extends debates on the interaction between universal human rights and the political experiences of Iranians, through a conceptual analysis of ‘theories of change’. It assesses the practical processes by which individuals, [...] Contents
1. Top-down or bottom-up? Towards a theory of change for human rights practice in Iran.- 2. The ‘inside-track’ approach to change in Iran under President Rouhani: The case of freedom on the [...] Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics; Social Justice, Equality and Human Rights; Human Rights Series Title
Studies in Iranian Politics

The Party Politics of Decentralization
The Territorial Dimension in Italian Party Agendas
L. Basile

- Studies the processes of decentralization, agenda-setting and policy change within Italian territorial politics
- Provides both theoretical and methodological analyses
- Contributes to our understanding of party politics on a territorial scale
This book addresses the process of decentralization in Italy, examined from the perspective of political parties. In particular, it assesses whether and to what extent the dynamics of party competition are likely to shape policy agenda and affect [...] Contents
Chapter 1 - The Party Politics of Decentralization - Theory, Definitions, Research Design, and Methods.- Chapter 2 - Setting the Scene: The Direction and Pattern of Decentralization In Italy. [...] Fields of Interest
European Politics; Governance and Government; Public Policy Series Title
Comparative Territorial Politics

Peacebuilding and Natural Resource Governance After Armed Conflict
Sierra Leone and Liberia
M. D. Beevers

- Features two in-depth case studies of natural resource governance in post-conflict Liberia and Sierra Leone
- Provides a robust explanation for why peacebuilding interventions related to natural resources often fail to meet expectations
- Contends that governing natural resources for peace must work to enhance people’s human security
This book argues that a set of persuasive narratives about the links between natural resource, armed conflict and peacebuilding have strongly influenced the natural resource interventions pursued by international peacebuilders. [...] Contents
International Security Studies; Conflict Studies; Peace Studies; African Politics; Natural Resources; Environmental Policy
Sino-Russian Relations in the 21st Century
J. I. Bekkevold, B. Lo (Eds)
- Provides solid academic work by leading experts in the field from Europe, Russia, Asia and the United States
- Examines Sino-Russian relations in a wide range of geographical areas and themes, incl. energy, global governance and military affairs
- Presents analysis of Sino-Russian relations in the first six months of the Trump administration

This book examines how recent fundamental changes influence Sino-Russian relations and the wider long-term implications of the revolving Sino-Russian dynamic on international affairs. [...]  

Contents  
1. Chapter 1 Introduction by Bobo Lo. - 2. Chapter 2 The Indispensable Partner: Russia in China’s Grand Strategy by Mingjiang Li and Angela Poh. - 3. Chapter 3 Unwanted but Inevitable: Russia’s [...]  

Fields of Interest  
Foreign Policy; International Relations Theory; Diplomacy; Russian and Post-Soviet Politics; Asian Politics

August 2018  
XIX, 336 p. 5 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover.  
148 x 210 mm  
£ 89,99 | € 99,99 | $ 119.99  
ISBN 978-3-319-92515-8

Fear and Uncertainty in Europe  
The Return to Realism?  
R. Belloni, V. Della Sala, P. Viotti (Eds)
- Provides a timely critical analysis of major approaches to international relations and assesses their utility to understand recent developments such as the impact of the Trump presidency and Brexit
- Examines whether foreign policy in Europe has changed during the course of the post-Cold War period
- Questions whether fear and uncertainty drives foreign policy in Europe and whether realism is a useful instrument to understand it

Russia’s intervention in the Ukraine, Donald Trump’s presidency and instability in the Middle East are just a few of the factors that have brought an end to the immediate post-Cold War belief that a new international order was emerging: one where [...]  

Contents  

Fields of Interest  
Development and Social Change; Human Rights; Social Justice, Equality and Human Rights; Conflict Studies; Public Policy

September 2018  
XII, 292 p. Hardcover.  
148 x 210 mm  
£ 89,99 | € 99,99 | $ 119.99  
ISBN 978-3-319-91964-5

Human Rights as Battlefields  
Changing Practices and Contestations  
G. Blouin-Genest, M. Doran, S. Paquerot (Eds)
- Offers a new conceptual framework to understand human rights in their changing political dimension
- Documents key case studies/contexts in which human rights are expressed in terms of political battlefields
- Examines the ambivalence and limitations of such theoretical/conceptual apparatus

This book examines human rights as political battlefields, spaces that are undergoing constant changes in which political conflicts are expressed by a translation process within networks of interactions. This translation, in turn, contributes to [...]  

Contents  

Fields of Interest  
Human Rights Interventions

September 2018  
XVIII, 288 p. Hardcover.  
148 x 210 mm  
£ 79,99 | € 89,99 | $ 109.99  
ISBN 978-3-319-91769-6
Police Abuse in Contemporary Democracies
M. D. Bonner, G. Seri, M. R. Kubal, M. Kempa (Eds)

- Argues that police abuse challenges political scientists to rethink the concept of democracy
- Examines how political science has addressed democracy in its dominant literatures and the challenge the recent ‘decline of democracy’ poses to these conceptualizations
- Draws on case studies from countries spanning five continents, including the United States, France, Canada, India, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, and South Africa

This volume offers a much-needed analysis of police abuse and its implications for our understanding of democracy. Sometimes referred to as police violence or police repression, police abuse occurs in all democracies. It is not an exception or a […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Democracy; Policing; Citizenship; Social Structure, Social Inequality; Conflict Studies

The Revised European Neighbourhood Policy
Continuity and Change in EU Foreign Policy
D. Bouris, T. Schumacher (Eds)

- Considers the effects of the most recent ENP ruling on EU foreign policy, in light of recent unrest and continued political and humanitarian crises in Central Asia, the Middle East and North Africa
- Provides a broad analysis that goes beyond just one single-issue area
- Adopts a dual geographical angle that allows for the incorporation of both the southern and eastern neighborhood into its analysis

This book analyses the revised European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) which entered into force in May 2011, thereby replacing its predecessor of 2003/2004. The edited volume provides a structured and comprehensive overview of the most recent […]

Contents
Acknowledgements.- Notes on Contributors.- Introduction 1. The 2011 Revised European Neighbourhood Policy: Continuity and Change in EU Foreign Policy; Tobias Schumacher and Dimitris Bouris.- PART […]

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; European Union Politics; European Politics

The Modernisation of the Republic of Korea Navy
Seapower, Strategy and Politics
I. Bowers

- Makes an important contribution to the literatures on East Asian naval modernisation, the Korean Peninsula and South Korean security policy
- Examines how the Republic of Korea Navy is developing a strategy to respond to changes in North Korea's threat profile while also managing the potential threat posed by China and great power competition in East Asia
- Provides unique insights in to the maritime dimension of the US-South Korea alliance

This book sheds light on one of the most under-studied but powerful navies in the world. Using a multifaceted approach, it examines how the Republic of Korea Navy (ROKN) has sought to transform itself from a coastal naval force focused solely on […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Military and Defence Studies; International Relations Theory; Asian Politics

Series Title
Critical Studies of the Asia-Pacific
International Organization in the Anarchical Society
The Institutional Structure of World Order
T. Brems Knudsen, C. Navari (Eds)

- Analyzes the relationship between primary and secondary levels of institutional formation, so far largely ignored in English School theorizing
- Develops a unique theoretical model based on legal and constructivist ideas
- Uses case studies to illustrate theory of international organizations and regimes as autonomous objects of analysis

This book takes up one of the key theoretical challenges in the English School's conceptual framework, namely the nature of the institutions of international society. […]

Contents
1 Introduction: A New Approach to International Organization - Cornelia Navari and Tonny Brems Knudsen - 2 Fundamental Institutions and International Organizations: Theorizing Continuity and […]

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; Sources and Subjects of International Law, International Organizations; International Organization; Political Theory; European Union Politics

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in International Relations

Terrorism and Nationalism in the United Kingdom
The Absence of Noise
N. Brooke

- Makes a key contribution in examining the absence of political violence in Scottish, Welsh and English nationalist campaigns
- Focuses on key recent developments in Scottish and English nationalism
- Analyses the relationship between nationalism and terrorism through comparative case studies

This book makes a timely contribution to the analysis of nationalism and terrorism, and also the absence of terrorism. It proposes to analyse why Scottish, Welsh and English nationalism has never had as significant a turn to political violence […]

Contents
Chapter 1 – Introduction.- Chapter 2 - The ‘Tartan Army’? Nationalist Terrorism in Scotland.- Chapter 3 - The Dragon Stirs: Nationalist Terrorism in Wales.- Chapter 4 - The Bulldog that Didn’t […]

Fields of Interest
Terrorism and Political Violence; Conflict Studies; British Politics; Political History; Terrorism; Comparative Politics

Series Title
Rethinking Political Violence

Promoting Canadian Studies Abroad
Soft Power and Cultural Diplomacy
S. Brooks (Ed)

- Assesses the early success against the 2012 termination of the Canadian government’s “Understanding Canada” program
- Evaluates the implications of the program for Canadian Studies in key research centres abroad
- Discusses the role of government support of cultural goals, and its broader implications beyond the Canadian context

This volume examines the history and current state of Canadian studies in a number of countries and regions across the world, including Canada’s major trading partners. From the mid-1980s until 2012, Canadian studies was seen as an important tool […]

Contents
1. Uncertain Embrace: The Rise and Fall of Canadian Studies Abroad as a Tool of Foreign Policy.- 2. Getting on the American Radar Screen: The Growth, Achievements and Limitations of Canadian […]

Fields of Interest
Diplomacy; Foreign Policy; International Relations Theory; Public Policy; […]

Series Title
Palgrave Macmillan Series in Global Public Diplomacy

All Languages Rights Available

May 2018
XVII, 368 p. 6 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 123.00 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-71621-3

All Languages Rights Available

May 2018
XII, 230 p. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-76540-2

All Languages Rights Available

July 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-74026-3

All Languages Rights Available
The Democratization of Cuba
C. M. Brown

- Disentangles the complex processes of democratic transitions in Cuba
- Focuses on the liberalization of Cuba in the 21st century
- Discusses how Cuba's economic identity crisis directly effects the daily lives of its citizens

This book disentangles the complex processes of democratic transitions where regime change also requires a shift from a command economy to one based on private ownership. The author focuses on the liberalization of Cuba in the 21st century, and [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political History; Globalization; Democracy; International Political Economy 

Governing Islam Abroad
Turkish and Moroccan Muslims in Western Europe
B. Bruce

- Concentrates on the similar capacity of Turkey and Morocco to intervene in religious affairs as a domain of public policy
- Addresses the question of "Islam in the West" from the perspective of the home states
- Offers a comparative study of home states' transnational politics and foreign policy interests backed up by an understanding of the relevant historical and political contexts

From sending imams abroad to financing mosques and Islamic associations, home states play a key role in governing Islam in Western Europe. Drawing on over one hundred interviews and years of fieldwork, this book employs a comparative perspective [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Politics and Religion; European Politics; Islam; Foreign Policy; Diaspora; Citizenship 

Series Title
The Sciences Po Series in International Relations and Political Economy 

The British Prime Minister in the Core Executive
Political Leadership in British European Policy
B. Bujard

- Examines the UK prime minister's political leadership in the domestic executive
- Offers a comparative study of the political leadership of James Callaghan, Margaret Thatcher, John Major and Tony Blair with regard to European monetary policy
- Challenges the thesis that British prime ministers today have more power, resources and autonomy than their predecessors

This book examines the UK prime minister’s political leadership in the domestic executive. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
British Politics; Political Leadership; Macroeconomics/Monetary Economics/ Financial Economics; Legislative and Executive Politics 

Series Title
Contributions to Political Science 

Approx. 255 p. Hardcover.
148 × 210 mm
£ 101.00 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-66052-3

All Languages Rights Available except
French, German, Turkish 

September 2018
XVII, 303 p. 7 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-78663-6

August 2018
XIX, 268 p. 3 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-89952-7

All Languages Rights Available
Comparing Strategies of (De)Politicisation in Europe

Governance, Resistance and Anti-politics

J. Buller, P. E. Dönmez, A. Standring, M. Wood (Eds)

- Considers depoliticisation from a comparative perspective, particularly focusing on cases from continental European countries
- Investigates how depoliticisation is received by those at which it is aimed, as well as how it is put into practice
- Promotes an interdisciplinary conversation to define depoliticisation as a dynamic and interactive process between government elites and societal groups/movements

This book investigates the extent to which depoliticisation strategies, used to disguise the political character of decision-making, have become the established mode of governance within societies. Increasingly, commentators suggest that [...] 

Contents

Chapter 1: Depoliticisation, Post-politics and the Problem of Change; Jim Buller, Pınar E. Dönmez, Adam Standring, Matthew Wood.- Chapter 2: Rethinking (De)Politicisation in Liberalism: Macro and [...] 

Fields of Interest

European Politics; Governance and Government; Urban Studies/Sociology; International Political Economy; Public Policy

July 2018

1x. 265 p. 4 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm

£ 99,99 | € 109,99 | $ 139.99
ISBN 978-3-319-64235-2

All Languages Rights Available

The Contested Identities of Ulster Catholics

T. P. Burgess (Ed)

- Provides a complimentary study to The Contested Identities of Ulster Protestants
- Offers an interdisciplinary perspective crossing Politics, History, Cultural Studies and Sociology
- Challenges preconceived notions of the Catholic community and their varying political identities

This book investigates the often-fragmented nature of Ulster Nationalist / Republican / Roman Catholic politics, culture and identity. It offers a companion publication to The Contested Identities of Ulster Protestants (2015). Historically the [...] 

Contents

1 Introduction; Thomas Paul Burgess.- 2 The State We’re In: - Imagining a New Republic; the Challenge to Irish Nationalism; Thomas Paul Burgess.- 3 Catholics in Northern Ireland: Changing [...] 

Fields of Interest

Politics and Religion; British Politics; Cultural Policy and Politics; Religion and Society

August 2018

XXV. 263 p. 6 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm

£ 99,99 | € 109,99 | $ 139.99
ISBN 978-3-319-78803-6

All Languages Rights Available

Authoritarian Elections and Opposition Groups in the Arab World

G. J. Buttorff

- Explains why opposition groups participate in non-democratic elections and what triggers post-election protests in the Arab World
- Provides a way to understand various political outcomes arising from boycotting and government response in the Middle East and North Africa
- Fills in an important gap in understanding of opposition politics under authoritarianism

This book examines how opposition groups respond to the dilemma posed by authoritarian elections in the Arab World, with specific focus on Jordan and Algeria. [...] 

Contents


Fields of Interest

Middle Eastern Politics; Democracy; Electoral Politics; Comparative Politics; Regionalism

November 2018

XIV. 187 p. 1 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm

£ 54,99 | € 64,99 | $ 79.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92185-3

All Languages Rights Available
The World Community and
the Arab Spring
C. Çakmak, A. O. Özçelik (Eds)

- Combines theory and case studies to shed light on how the international community responds to a crisis of global concerns
- Fills a gap in the literature by answering the question of how the international community has responded to the Arab Spring
- Provides in-depth analysis of the policies followed by international organizations, great powers, and regional powers

This edited volume offers an understanding of how the international community, as a collection of significant actors including major states and intergovernmental institutions, has responded to the important political and social development of the Arab Spring.

Contents
1. Introduction: Maintaining Relevance between Study of International Society and Arab Spring.- 2. The United Nations and the Arab Spring.- 3. A Litmus Test for Europe: EU Mediterranean Politics [...]

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; Middle Eastern Politics; International Relations Theory; Conflict Studies; Regionalism; Comparative Politics

Alexander L. George: A Pioneer in Political and Social Sciences
With a Foreword by Dan Caldwell
D. Caldwell (Ed)

- Presents a collection of Professor Alexander L. George’s works from the major fields to which he contributed
- Includes biographical essays by his wife and coauthor (Juliette L. George), daughter (Mary George Douglass), former student (Dan Caldwell), and professional colleague (Janice Gross Stein)

Alexander L. George was one of the most productive and respected political scientists of the late twentieth century. [...]

Contents
Chapter 1. Biographical Essays about Alexander George by Juliette L. George, Mary George Douglass, Janice Gross Stein and Dan Caldwell.- Chapter 2. Articles and Excerpts from Books Focusing on: [...]

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; Diplomacy; Industrial and Organizational Psychology; History of Science

Series Title
Pioneers in Arts, Humanities, Science, Engineering, Practice

Transgender Refugees and
the Imagined South Africa
Bodies Over Borders and Borders Over Bodies
B. Camminga

- Makes the case that ‘transgender’, as a discourse and a politics, has materialised in South Africa in particular forms due to a combination of social, political and cultural conditions peculiar to the country
- Provides the first in depth study of the lives of transgender refugees and asylum seekers from the African continent living in South Africa
- Argues that the materialisation of ‘transgender’ in South Africa, in recent years, has lead to the emergence of what can be usefully termed ‘gender refugees’—people who can make claims to refugee status, fleeing their countries of origin based on the persecution of their gender identity

This book tracks the conceptual journeying of the term ‘transgender’ from the Global North—where it originated—and with the physical embodiment journeying [...]

Contents
1. Introduction: Trans Travels and Trans Trajectories.- 2. The Echo of the ‘Knowing Subject’: Trans Methodologies in South Africa. [...]

Fields of Interest
African Politics; Politics and Gender; Queer Theory; Gender and Sexuality

Series Title
Global Queer Politics

August 2018
XIX, 425 p. 5 illus., 3 illus. in color.
Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-60984-3

All Languages Rights Available

September 2018
X, 286 p. 20 illus., 10 illus. in color.
Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 74.99 | € 84.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92668-1

All Languages Rights Available
Policy Failures and the Irish Economic Crisis
C. M. Casey

- Examines why almost all commentators failed to anticipate the Irish economic crash
- Exposes very significant institutional shortcomings that have yet to be addressed
- Provides an entirely new historical perspective on contemporary Ireland

This book seeks to understand why almost all commentators on the Irish economy were unprepared for the scale of the recent economic crisis. It analyses the public contributions from a broad range of observers, including domestic and international [...] 

Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction.- Chapter 2: An Irish Depression.- Chapter 3: International Organisations.- Chapter 4: Domestic Organisations.- Chapter 5: Academia.- Chapter 6: The Newspapers.- Chapter [...] 

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Governance and Government; Irish Economics; Political Economy/ Economic Policy; Public Administration; Financial Crises

Health Innovation and Social Justice in Brazil
M. Cassier, M. Correa (Eds)

- Examines Brazilian social justice and health industries over the past twenty years
- Introduces solutions to the current economic and political crisis in Brazil
- Highlights a model combining the acquisition of new technologies with social justice, innovation and the right to health

This book examines the construction of an innovation system in Brazil's health industries over the past twenty years. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Development and Social Change; Latin American Politics; Regional Development; Development Theory

The Rise of Managerial Bureaucracy
Reforming the British Civil Service
L. Castellani

- Provides a deep historical analysis, based on last archive files available, which demonstrates the importance of the civil service in implementing reforms
- Reveals the relationship between administrative traditions and modernization and how the governments of the 80s and 90s aimed to shape a new managerial bureaucracy
- Highlights continuity in introducing managerial and marketisation policies into the civil service by Conservatives and Labour governments

The book provides detailed analysis of the structure and operation of the British Civil Service along with a historically grounded account of its development in the period from Margaret Thatcher to the Tony Blair premiership. [...] 

Contents
Chapter One. The Civil Service: Definition, Organization, and Historical Background.- Chapter Two. The Rise of Managerialism in the Civil Service. The Thatcher Years.- Chapter Three. Focus on [...] 

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Governance and Government; Political History; British Politics; History of Britain and Ireland
Shaping the EU Global Strategy
Partners and Perceptions
N. Chaban, M. Holland (Eds)
• Reports findings which helped inform the content and focus of the Global Strategy
• Investigates whether the EU is perceived as coping well with a shifting global power and its internal crises
• Combines policy relevance with rigorous academic analysis
This book explores the images and perceptions of the EU in the eyes of their Strategic Partners. Spanning four continents, these ten important global actors – the BRICS together with the USA, Canada, Japan, South Korea and Mexico – are of […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
European Union Politics; International Organization; Globalization; Comparative Politics; Political Communication

Series Title
The European Union in International Affairs

States, Intergovernmental Relations, and Market Development
Comparing Capitalist Growth in Contemporary China and 19th Century United States
J. Cheng
• Provides an analysis of long-term economic growth from the perspective of state-market and central-local relations
• Delves into safeguarding sustainable market development by centralizing certain state functions
• Develops the DITMD model through comparing contemporary China and the 19th-century United States
This book is a theoretical and empirical analysis of institutional foundation of long-term economic growth from the perspective of state-market and central-local relations. […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Asian Politics; International Economics; International Relations; Asian Economics; International Political Economy; Economic History

Series Title
Governing China in the 21st Century

Universities as Agencies
Reputation and Professionalization
T. Christensen, Å. Gornitzka, F. O. Ramirez (Eds)
• Shows that universities are increasingly influenced by globalization.
• Argues that managing their reputation is of increasing importance for universities.
• Stresses that the increasing organizational differentiation of universities is connected to interaction with external stake-holders.
This book discusses how modern universities increasingly use reputation management in relation to internal and external challenges. Universities are increasingly characterized by social embeddedness, relating to many external stakeholders and […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Globalization; Educational Policy and Politics; Sociology of Education; Higher Education

Series Title
Public Sector Organizations
Mexico and the Caribbean Under Castro's Eyes
A Journal of Decolonization, State Formation and Democratization
C. Clarke

- Addresses crucial issues of the 1960s and 1970s – decolonization, the quest for democracy, styles of economic development, and issues of race, colour, class and culture
- Draws from the author’s journals and letters, as well as interviews, during his research in Mexico and the Caribbean
- Includes research and notes on the author’s experiences in Jamaica, Trinidad; Haiti, Guyana, Cuba, and Mexico, among other countries

This book provides a first-hand account of the author’s encounters as a social geographer, based on his field research and travels in Mexico and the Caribbean. The interlocutors of different classes and races introduce the reader to a variety of […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Regional Development; Political Sociology; Cultural Geography; […]

Series Title
Studies of the Americas

£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-77169-4

Small State Behavior in Strategic and Intelligence Studies
David's Sung
P. C. Coaty

- Offers an analysis that builds strategic/intelligence theory into a practical foreign/defense policy application
- Introduces the tools of analyzing strategic and intelligence issues
- Dispels the myths surrounding issues like terrorism and nuclear proliferation
Small state behavior has been largely ignored by academics in both international relations and strategic/intelligence studies. Yet, when we analyze the root causes of war, insurrections, rebellions, revolutions and general sociological human […]

Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction: The Importance of an Engaged Public on Strategic and Intelligence Issues.- Chapter 2: Analytical Foundations: Small States and the use of Theory in Crisis Management.- […]

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; International Security Studies; International Organization; Foreign Policy; Diplomacy

June 2018
XI, 173 p. 5 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-89446-1

All Languages Rights Available

New Opposition in the Middle East
D. Conduit, S. Akbarzadeh (Eds)

- Presents the first detailed account of the health of the region's formal opposition movements post-Arab uprisings
- Examines actors through the Contentious Politics framework
- Identifies many similarities in the structural patterns of popular challenge to authoritarianism between the Persian and Arab world

This book uses a Contentious Politics lens to examine patterns of contestation since 2009 and 2011 among the Middle East’s most important opposition actors. […]

Contents
1. Contentious Politics and Middle Eastern oppositions after the uprisings.- 2. The women’s movement and State responses to contentious campaigns in Iran.- 3. Pulling and Gouging: The Sadrist […]

Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics

September 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99

All Languages Rights Available
Democratizing Candidate Selection
New Methods, Old Receipts?
G. Cordero, X. Coller (Eds)

- Studies the emergence of new ways of selecting candidates for electoral ballots
- Considers the impact of the economic crisis on disaffection, the emergence of new parties, and the new relevance of formerly minor parties
- Addresses the surge of more participative ways of decision-making in politics channelled through social movements

This book studies the challenges to conventional politics posed by new ways of selecting candidates for legislative elections. The recent economic crisis had profound political consequences on politics, generating an upsurge in the demand for […]

Contents
Section I: New modes of candidate selection.- 1. Lights and Shades of Democratizing Candidate Selection; Guillermo Cordero and Xavier Coller.- 2. The Challenges of Inclusive Intra-Party Selection […]

Fields of Interest
Democracy; Electoral Politics; European Politics; Comparative Politics

Venezuela, ALBA, and the Limits of Postneoliberal Regionalism in Latin America and the Caribbean
A. K. Cusack

- Enriches understanding of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America (ALBA) in South America, discussing its function and impact
- Includes case studies that illustrate the difficulties which ALBA projects have faced
- Highlights the uncertain future of ALBA

This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the implementation, functioning, and impact of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America (ALBA), cornerstone of Venezuelan foreign policy and standard-bearer of “postneoliberal” […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Regionalism; Latin American Politics; Regional Development; Development and Social Change; Development Theory

Sweden: From Neutrality to International Solidarity
R. M. Czarny

- Provides a comprehensive insight into the neutrality and international solidarity in the Kingdom of Sweden
- Offers a unique and specific view on historical periods of neutrality policy in Europe
- Highlights the issues of foreign policy and Sweden’s continuing integration into the European process

This book presents the legal and political factors determining international relations, including the processes of integration in all their complexity. […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations; Development and Social Change; European Integration; European History; European Law

June 2018
XX, 288 p. 20 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-76549-5

All Languages Rights Available

August 2018
XIII, 218 p. 6 illus., 5 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99

All Languages Rights Available

May 2018
XXII, 310 p. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 123.00 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-77512-8

All Languages Rights Available
Postmodern Theory and Progressive Politics
Toward a New Humanism
T. de Zengotita

- Offers an intellectual history of postmodernist thought and its social and political legacies, clarifying some of the most notoriously difficult texts and overturning many commonly held misunderstandings
- Shows how French theory conditioned the rise of "Identity Politics" in Anglophone settings
- Emphasizes motive, mood, and biographical anecdote for nuanced and accessible portraits of major thinkers and the questions that motivated them

This book examines the lasting influence of the academic culture wars of the late 20th century on the humanities and progressive politics, and what to make [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; History of Philosophy; Postmodern Philosophy; Critical Theory; Social Philosophy; Political Philosophy

Series Title
Political Philosophy and Public Purpose

September 2018
XV, 393 p. 5 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 74.99 | € 84.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90688-1

All Languages Rights Available

Promises of Peace in Post-Dayton Bosnia-Herzegovina
M. Deiana

- Draws on feminist ethnographic and narrative traditions to challenge abstract understandings of war/peace and revisit the implications of post-conflict international interventions.
- Deploys a multidimensional approach centred on belonging, agency and spaces of activism to explore the remaking of women's citizenship in the aftermath of conflict and international intervention.
- Tracks consociationalism's gendered exclusions beyond the institutional domain foregrounding discursive and non-discursive ramifications in the public and private practices of everyday life.

This book examines the remaking of women's citizenship in the aftermath of conflict and international intervention. It develops a feminist critique [...]

Contents
1. Revisiting Dayton: Unfinished (Feminist) International Relations.- 2. Trajectories of Women's Citizenship from Socialism to the Bosnian War. [...]  

Fields of Interest
Conflict Studies; Politics and Gender; Peace Studies; Citizenship; International Security Studies; Development and Gender

Series Title
Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies

June 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-1-137-59377-1

All Languages Rights Available

State-Formation and Democratization
A New Classification
T. Denk, S. Lehtinen

- Uses new data to test different aspects of the connection between state-formation and democratization
- Is based on a model that predicts the democratization in new states based on information about how and where a new state emerges
- Provides the first systematic classifications of state-formation since 1946

This book examines the connection between two major developments in the world: state-formation and democratization. Since 1946, the number of states has increased from 66 to almost 200 independent states, but our knowledge of these [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Democracy; Comparative Politics; Governance and Government; Political History

Series Title
Challenges to Democracy in the 21st Century

August 2018
XIV, 177 p. 7 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 49.99 | € 54.99 | $ 69.99
ISBN 978-3-319-91748-1

All Languages Rights Available
Socrates in the Cave
On the Philosopher’s Motive in Plato
P. J. Diduch, M. P. Harding (Eds)

- Collects Plato scholars from across philosophy and political theory
- Engages the question of Socrates’ putative “philanthropy” or care for others
- Rereads Plato’s works to provide new insights into Socrates’ motives for philosophic interlocution

This book addresses the problem of fully explaining Socrates’ motives for philosophic interlocution in Plato’s dialogues. Why, for instance, does Socrates talk to many philosophically immature and seemingly incapable interlocutors? Are his [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy

Series Title
Recovering Political Philosophy

Performing the Northern Ireland Peace Process
In Defence of Politics
P. Dixon

- Utilises an extended theatrical metaphor to analyse politics
- Provides a defence of politicians using deception and hypocrisy to make peace
- Unravels the complexity of the peace process in Northern Ireland in order to further understanding of broader conflict management

This book is exceptional in defending the ‘dirty politics’ of the Northern Ireland peace process. Political actors in Britain, Ireland and the United States performed the peace process and used ‘political skills’, often including deception and [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Peace Studies; Conflict Studies; Terrorism and Political Violence; Political History; Political Leadership; Governance and Government

Rethinking the Value of Democracy
A Comparative Perspective
R. Doorenspleet

- Is the first analytical contribution to present a unifying framework to study the value of democracy in a comparative perspective
- Tells a clear story about what value democracy does and does not bring in an era of uncertainties
- Urges the need for a conceptual change affecting how we would answer the question whether democracy is ‘better’ than any other political system

This book is the first comprehensive analysis of the instrumental value of democracy in a comparative perspective. Based on extensive analyses of quantitative studies from different disciplines, it explores both the expected beneficial and [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Democracy; Comparative Politics; Political Theory

Series Title
The Theories, Concepts and Practices of Democracy
China and the Middle East
Venturing into the Maelstrom
J. M. Dorsey

• Analyzes China's significant economic and security interests in the Middle East and South Asia
• Discussed the regional powers of the United States and China in the Middle East and South Asia
• Offers unique perspective on the Muslim world

This book explores China's significant economic and security interests in the Middle East and South Asia. […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics; Asian Politics; Foreign Policy; Military and Defence Studies; International Political Economy

Series Title
Global Political Transitions

September 2018
XI, 278 p. 15 illus., 11 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-64354-0

All Languages Rights Available

Islam and Muslims in the West
Major Issues and Debates
A. Duderija, H. Rane

• Provides a systematic and broad overview of the major debates affecting Muslims and Islam in the West
• Raises a number of issues concerning Western Muslim communities
• Examines the issue of jurisprudence for Muslim minorities

This book analyzes the development of Islam and Muslim communities in the West, including influences from abroad, relations with the state and society, and internal community dynamics. The project examines the emergence of Islam in the West in […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Politics and Religion; Islam; Religion and Society; Sociology of Religion; Comparative Religion; Secularism

Series Title
New Directions in Islam

September 2018
VIII, 259 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92509-7

All Languages Rights Available

Learning in Public Policy
Analysis, Modes and Outcomes
C. A. Dunlop, C. M. Radaelli, P. Trein (Eds)

• Presents a comprehensive approach to the mechanisms and the politics that define the quantity and quality of policy learning
• Provides a rich variation of case studies, across many countries and at many different levels of the field
• Addresses both the presence of learning and its pathologies, deploying state-of-the-art methods and models

This book explains the causal pathways, the mechanisms and the politics that define the quantity and quality of policy learning. […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Political Theory; Legislative and Executive Politics; Social Policy; Public Administration; European Union Politics

Series Title
International Series on Public Policy

May 2018
XXVII, 360 p. 23 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 129.99 | € 149.99 | $ 179.00
ISBN 978-3-319-76209-8

All Languages Rights Available
QCA with R
A Comprehensive Resource
A. Duşa

- Provides a comprehensive guide to qualitative comparative analysis using R
- Covers the most recent version of the QCA package, including all relevant applications
- Presents the information in a very straightforward style, making the text accessible to readers of all levels from undergraduate students to field practitioners

This book is a comprehensive guide to qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) using R. Using Boolean algebra to implement principles of comparison used by scholars engaged in the qualitative study of macro social phenomena, QCA acts as a bridge [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Science; Statistics for Social Science, Behavioral Science, Education, Public Policy, and Law; Methodology of the Social Sciences

The Europeanisation of the Western Balkans
A Failure of EU Conditionality?
J. Džankić, S. Keil, M. Kmezić (Eds)

- Addresses the changing nature of the concept of democratisation
- Underlines the difference in the effects of Europeanisation in the Western Balkans from those in Central and East Europe in the 2004 and 2007 enlargements
- Makes an impact on the policy strategy for the accession processes in the Western Balkans

This volume casts a fresh look on how the political spaces of the Western Balkan states (Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Macedonia and Albania) are shaped, governed and transformed during the EU accession process. [...] 

Contents
1. Introduction: The Europeanisation of the Western Balkans.- 2. European Union Conditionality in the Western Balkans: External Incentives and Europeanisation.- 3. Chips off the old block - [...] 

Fields of Interest
European Union Politics; Political Theory; Comparative Politics; Foreign Policy; Political History

Series Title
New Perspectives on South-East Europe

The Recovery Myth
The Plans and Situated Realities of Post-Disaster Response
L. Easthope

- Provides an innovative re-examination of the ‘recovery’ phase of a disaster
- Analyses the difference between post-disaster planning and realities experienced by communities
- Studies the relationships between these communities and emergency responders

This book provides an innovative re-examination of the ‘recovery’ phase of a disaster by one of the UK’s most experienced disaster management specialists. Drawing on two decades’ of work, the book develops an ethnography of the residents and [...] 

Contents
1: Introduction.- 2: Chapter One - In pursuit of the plan: Ordering devices in disaster.- 3: Chapter Two - Flood Tales and Fantasy Documents.- 4: Chapter Three - Value, Waste and the ‘Furniture of [...] 

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Governance and Government; Regional Development; Development and Sustainability; Environmental Management
The Dynamics of Iranian Borders

Issues of Contention

M. Ebrahimi, M. Rad Goudarzi, K. Yusoff (Eds)

- A multidisciplinary contribution to border studies from a primarily historical perspective
- For readers interested in border studies, legal disputes, and conflicts between Iran and its neighbours
- For academic specialists, university students and a wider public interested in Iranian history and on border issues and disputes in West Asia

This book is on Iran's geopolitical importance representing a continuum of international competition for political gains and economic benefit, due to the country's unique geographical location that has always been a cause of contention. 

Contents


Fields of Interest

International Relations; Asian Politics; World Regional Geography (Continents, Countries, Regions); History of the Middle East

The Inter-American Human Rights System

Impact Beyond Compliance

P. Engstrom (Ed)

- Offers important new tools in analysing the effectiveness and impact of the IAHRS, and international human rights institutions more broadly
- Provides new empirical insights into the conditions under which the IAHRS is able to advance the realisation of a range of human rights
- Presents interdisciplinary research on the IAHRS through the participation of scholars in law, political science, international relations, and socio-legal studies, from all over the world

This volume brings together innovative work from emerging and leading scholars in international law and political science to critically examine the impact of the Inter-American Human Rights System (IAHRS). By leveraging a variety of theoretical [...]

Contents


Fields of Interest

Latin American Politics; Social Justice, Equality and Human Rights; Human Rights; Comparative Politics; Democracy

Perspectives on the Legislature and the Prospects of Accountability in Nigeria and South Africa

O. Fagbadebo, F. Ruffin (Eds)

- Compares legislative oversight and accountability in South Africa and Nigeria
- Discusses the role of institutions in accountability and good governance
- Provides insights into remedies for accountability problems in the two countries

This book examines the problem of accountability in two African political systems, South Africa and Nigeria. Despite the principle of separation of powers and the doctrine of checks and balances among the institutions of governance, a burgeoning [...]

Contents

Chapter 1: The Legislature and Accountability: Analysis of Forms, Roles, and Processes.- Chapter 2: A Perspective on the Principle of Constitutionalism Regarding the Executive and Legislative [...]

Fields of Interest

Comparative Politics; Public Policy; African Politics

Series Title

Advances in African Economic, Social and Political Development

June 2018

XVII, 131 p. 5 illus. in color. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 74.99 | € 84.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-89835-3

All Languages Rights Available except Farsi
Slavery in the Islamic World
Its Characteristics and Commonality
M. A. Fay (Ed)

- Determines where slavery in the Islamic world fits within the global history
- Based on the fields of history, sociology, literature, women's studies, African studies, and comparative slavery studies
- Provides an important contribution to the scholarly research on slavery in the Islamic lands

This edited volume determines where slavery in the Islamic world fits within the global history of slavery and the various models that have been developed to analyze it. To that end, the authors focus on a question about Islamic slavery that has [...] (Contents)

Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics; Politics and Religion; Citizenship; Political History; International Political Economy

New Migration Patterns in the Americas
Challenges for the 21st Century
A. E. Feldmann, X. Bada, S. Schütze (Eds)

- Produces an accurate description of contemporary population movements in the Americas based on empirical in-depth studies that underscore continuities and changes
- Offers an assessment of the overall influence of these new mobilities on the socioeconomic and political conditions and policies of states as well as on the condition of people (migrants and refugees)
- Establishes a fruitful interdisciplinary dialogue that clearly sharpens our understanding of the dynamic and complex nature of contemporary migration in the region

This volume investigates new migration patterns in the Americas addressing continuities and changes in existing population movements in the region. [...] (Contents)

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Comparative Politics; Conflict Studies; Citizenship; Sociology of Citizenship

Tocqueville’s Moderate Penal Reform
E. K. Ferkaluk

- Presents the first systematic, book length treatment of the meaning and purpose of Tocqueville’s first work, On the Penitentiary System in the United States and Its Application to France
- Makes the compelling argument that Tocqueville moderately approached French penal reform by appealing to a holistic view of human nature and by balancing the risks of alternative penal institutions
- Expands our understanding of Tocqueville’s political activity as a French statesman, his intellectual relationship to Francis Lieber, and our consideration of penal reform measures both past and present

This book presents an interpretive analysis of the major themes and purpose of Alexis de Tocqueville’s and Gustave de Beaumont’s first work, On the Penitentiary System, thereby offering new insights into Tocqueville as a moderate liberal [...] (Contents)

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy

Series Title
Recovering Political Philosophy

All Languages Rights Available
Coping with Caveats in Coalition Warfare
An Empirical Research Program
G. Fermann

- Deals with a topical and contentious issue: reluctant participation in coalition warfare
- Analyses an issue where present research is limited: national reservations on the use of force, which reduces the fighting capacity of the coalition force
- Provides a unique angle to the study of the politics of national reservations on the use of force in coalition operations (Foreign Policy Analysis)

This book develops a framework for analysis, and a set of research strategies, to better understand the conditions and mechanisms involved in the considerable use of caveats by states contributing militarily to coalition operations. [...] 

Contents
1. Ch. 1 Making sense of the politics of caveats.- 2. Ch. 2 Caveats – a case of what?- 3. Ch. 3 Regulation of use of force in military organization and coalition forces.- 4. Ch. 4 Preparing the [...] 

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Military and Defence Studies; Foreign Policy

Development in Latin America
Critical Discussions from the Periphery
V. R. Fernández, G. Brondino (Eds)

- Discusses the development theory for Latin American countries
- Describes the transition in terms of economic theory and policy
- Reviews the current context of globalization and internationalization

This edited volume discusses the development theory advanced by the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) in the 1940s, and its transformations through the second half of the twentieth century. In this time frame, the [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Development Theory; Regional Development; Latin American Politics; Latin American History; Economic History; Economic Theory/Quantitative Economics/Mathematical Methods

Human Security and Migration in Europe’s Southern Borders
S. Ferreira

- Presents an innovative comparative analysis of two South European countries’ approach to migration management
- Goes beyond a theoretic approach to migration and border management, to a case study perspective, to assess new lines of approach to those issues
- Offers a new insight on key critical moments on the EU’s migration management strategy

This book examines the management of migratory flows in the Mediterranean within an international security perspective. The intense migratory flows registered during the year 2015 and the tragedies in the Mediterranean Sea have tested the [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
European Union Politics; Migration; International Security Studies; Governance and Government; Social Justice, Equality and Human Rights

Series Title
Politics of Citizenship and Migration

September 2018
XV, 282 p. 4 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92518-9

All Languages Rights Available

August 2018
XVII, 240 p. 6 illus., 5 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92182-2

All Languages Rights Available

£ 99.99 | € 109.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-77946-1

All Languages Rights Available
The GlobalArctic Handbook

M. Finger, L. Heininen (Eds)

- Uniquely positions the Arctic within a broad global context
- Offers a systematic overview of the ‘GlobalArctic’
- Presents expert knowledge on economics, environment, peoples and cultures, geopolitics and governance

This book offers a systematic and comprehensive introduction to the Arctic in the era of globalization, or as it is referred to here, the ‘GlobalArctic’. It provides an overview of the current status of the Arctic as a result of global change, [...] 

Contents
Introduction.- Section 1 Economics and resources.- Section 2 Environment/Earth system dynamics.- Section 3 Geopolitics and governance.- Section 4 Peoples and cultures.- Conclusion.

Fields of Interest
Globalization; Environmental Policy; Polar Geography; Natural Resource and Energy Economics; Human Geography; Sustainable Development

Movement as Conflict Transformation

Rescripting Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina
S. Forde

- Bridges the fields of human geography and peacebuilding through a spatially based analysis of conflict transformation
- Presents a case study of participatory research and identifies the importance of participatory approaches to research in post-conflict studies
- Provides an exclusive focus on the city of Mostar and the narrative of residents of the city, how they move through and use the city space

This book presents narratives of the social use of space in the divided city of Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina. Through the narratives of movement in the city, the work demonstrates how residents engage informally with conflict transformation through [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Conflict Studies; Peace Studies; European Politics; Political History; Urban Politics

Rice and Agricultural Policies in Japan

The Loss of a Traditional Lifestyle
N. L. Freiner

- Describes recent agricultural policies in Asia
- Maximizes reader insights into relationship between the US and Japan

This book chronicles Japan’s rice farmers who live in mainly rural areas in the west and south of Japan through original interviews conducted in Japanese. It argues that current agricultural policy as well as the tightening relationship between [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; History of Japan; Asian Politics; Anthropology; Comparative Politics; Asian Culture

July 2018
VI, 306 p. 11 illus., 8 illus. in color.
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ISBN 978-3-319-91994-2

All Languages Rights Available

August 2018
XVIII, 225 p. 30 illus.
Hardcover.
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All Languages Rights Available

October 2018
XX, 177 p. 9 illus., 6 illus. in color.
Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 54.99 | € 64.99 | $ 79.99
ISBN 978-3-319-91429-9

All Languages Rights Available
Political Representation in France and Germany
Attitudes and Activities of Citizens and MPs
O. W. Gabriel, E. Kerrouche, S. S. Schüttemeyer (Eds)

- Provides the first comparative study on political representation in France and Germany
- Mixes quantitative and qualitative methods to cover MPs’ attitudes and activities as well as citizens’ perspectives
- Makes an important contribution to the debate on the future of democratic government

Notwithstanding its contemporary critics, political representation remains at the core of democratic politics. Based on a comparative research project that gathered data from observations, surveys, experiments and expert interviews, this book [...]
New Political Economy of Energy in Europe
Power to Project, Power to Adapt
J. M. Godzimirski (Ed)

• Analyses the dramatic changes that the international political economy of energy has undergone in the past decade
• Outlines the impact of increased tension between Russia and the West
• Demonstrates compellingly why it can be said that geopolitics plays a larger role in today's world than it ever has previously
• Provides insight into how the EU can effectively deal with this

This edited collection details and analyses the dramatic changes that the international political economy of energy has undergone in the past decade. This change began with the increasing assertiveness of Russia when the oil price rose above the [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; European Politics; European Union Politics; Energy Policy, Economics and Management

Series Title
International Political Economy Series

September 2018
XXII, 268 p. 10 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-93359-7

All Languages Rights Available

Metropolitan Governance in Asia and the Pacific Rim
Borders, Challenges, Futures
B. Grant, C. Y. Liu, L. Ye (Eds)

• Adopts a broad methodological lens outside traditional Western models
• Presents in-depth case studies by academics recognised for their expertise in the area
• Reflects and builds upon the research of the largest stream at the Urban Affairs Association conference

This edited collection examines seminal changes and major policy challenges in metropolitan governance in Asia and the Pacific Rim that are being faced by governments (national and sub-national) and their polities. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Urban Politics; Governance and Government

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Urban Politics; Governance and Government

July 2018
X, 221 p. 34 illus., 31 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 101.00 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00

All Languages Rights Available

The Myth of Mao Zedong and Modern Insurgency
F. Grice

• Highlights how the strategies and tactics used by later insurgent groups diverged substantially from Mao's teachings and made no real effort to truly incorporate his theories into their own conflicts
• Incorporates some of the latest scholarly research about Mao Zedong, including new evaluations of his actions during the Chinese Revolutionary Civil War
• Involves and bases its arguments upon a comprehensive, rigorous, and evidence-based analysis of all of Mao's writings, providing a much more thorough and accurate portrayal of his teachings, the problems within them, and their muted relevance and applicability for future insurgencies

Tackling one of the most prevalent myths about insurgencies, this book examines and rebuts the popular belief that Mao Zedong created a fundamentally new form of warfare that transformed the nature of modern insurgency. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Terrorism and Political Violence; Political Theory; Political History; Political Leadership; Conflict Studies

June 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-77570-8

All Languages Rights Available
Islamism, Arab Spring, and the Future of Democracy
World System and World Values Perspectives
L. Grinin, A. Korotayev, A. Tausch

- Presents an in-depth analysis of Muslim and Arab opinion patterns
- Offers a comparative empirical investigation based on data from the World Values Survey, the Arab Barometer Project and the Arab Opinion Index
- Covers a wide range of countries and variables

This book provides an in-depth analysis of public opinion patterns among Muslims, particularly in the Arab world. On the basis of data from the World Values Survey, the Arab Barometer Project and the Arab Opinion Index, it compares the dynamics [...]
An Ontology for Unconventional Conflict
D. S. Hartley III

- Includes an introduction to unconventional conflict and to ontologies
- Supported by color figures and numerous tables
- Appeals to scientists working in complex systems along with researchers and professionals in the fields of political science and military strategy

This book describes the ontology structure, types of actors, their potential actions, and ways that actions can affect the things that are part of the conflict. An ontology of unconventional conflict supports the understanding of unconventional [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Military and Defence Studies; Operations Research/Decision Theory; International Relations Theory; Public Economics; Information Systems and Communication Service

Series Title
Understanding Complex Systems

June 2018
XXIX, 387 p. 106 illus., 96 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-75336-2

All Languages Rights Available

The Power of Memory and Violence in Central America
R. Hatcher

- Offers a comparative perspective on memory and discourse in Guatemala and El Salvador
- Explores the entire post-Peace Accords era in both El Salvador and Guatemala
- Illustrates how transitions from periods of violent repression to “peace” are decades-long projects

This book explores the power of words in post-Peace El Salvador and Guatemala—their violent and equally liberating power. The volume explores the entire post-Peace Accords era in both Central American countries. [...] 

Contents
Introduction: On the Calle del Olvido.- Chapter 1: The speakers, writers, painters, and plasterers.- Chapter 2: Schizophrenic memory in the land of La Eterna Primavera.- Chapter 3: Nunca Más in [...] 

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Public Policy; Development and Social Change; Regional Development; Development Policy

May 2018
XVII, 238 p. 10 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-89784-4

All Languages Rights Available

Hollow Norms and the Responsibility to Protect
A. Hehir

- Asserts that R2P is a weak regulative norm, or a ‘hollow norm’
- Provides an overview of the contemporary debate on the efficacy of R2P
- Argues that determining that a norm exists does not constitute a value judgement

This book explains why there is a pronounced disjuncture between R2P’s habitual invocation and its actual influence, and why it will not make the transformative progress its proponents claim. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations; Development Aid; Political Science; Human Rights; Development Theory; Social Justice, Equality and Human Rights

July 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90535-8

All Languages Rights Available
Cycles in US Foreign Policy since the Cold War
T. H. Henriksen

- Offers a unique way of looking at American foreign policy after the collapse of the Berlin Wall
- Identifies and explains swings between engagement and disengagement in recent US foreign policy
- Provides a survey of American foreign policy since the end of the Cold War through the lens of different presidencies

This book describes how American international policy alternates between engagement and disengagement cycles in world affairs. These cycles provide a unique way to understand, assess, and describe fluctuations in America’s involvement or [...]?

Contents

Fields of Interest
US Politics; Foreign Policy; Political History; Conflict Studies; Military and Defence Studies

Series Title
American Foreign Policy in the 21st Century

Islam’s Renewal
Reform or Revolt?
D. Hopwood

- Emphasises how the development of Islam has depended on the activities and personalities of its leaders
- Considers how leading Muslim thinkers have looked at the problems of reform and the demands of modernism
- Builds on sixty years of research on Islamic history undertaken by the author

The book considers some of the solutions proposed by Muslim activists and thinkers in their attempts to renew (tajdid) their ways of life and thought in accord with the demands of the age in which they lived. The two ways of reacting are studied [...]?

Contents
Part I Revolt.- 1. Introduction.- 2. Libya; first experience of the Arab world and Islam.- 3. How the Middle East came to be studied.- 4. Leaders of revival in Islam.- 5. Two historical movements.- [...]?

Fields of Interest
Politics and Religion; Political History; Middle Eastern Politics

Series Title
St Antony’s Series

The Politics of Deforestation in Africa
Madagascar, Tanzania, and Uganda
N. R. Horning

- Explores how environmental policies are made and enforced in Africa
- Explains the gap between intent and impact of forest policies in Madagascar, Tanzania, and Uganda
- Brings to light the often overlooked perspectives of African farmers who are affected by environmental policies

This book explores how environmental policies are made and enforced in Africa. Specifically, this project explains the gap between intent and impact of forest policies, focusing on three African societies facing persistent deforestation today: [...]?

Contents

Fields of Interest
African Politics; Regional Development; Development and Sustainability; Development and Social Change; Development Policy

All Languages Rights Available

Cycles in US Foreign Policy since the Cold War
T. H. Henriksen
XI, 332 p. Softcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 24.99 | € 29.99 | $ 37.99
ISBN 978-3-319-74852-8

All Languages Rights Available

Islam’s Renewal
Reform or Revolt?
D. Hopwood
May 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-75201-3

All Languages Rights Available

The Politics of Deforestation in Africa
Madagascar, Tanzania, and Uganda
N. R. Horning
May 2018
XV, 183 p. 7 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-76827-4

All Languages Rights Available
The Political Theory of Modus Vivendi

J. Horton, M. Westphal, U. Willems (Eds)

- Focuses on the idea of a modus vivendi as a way of governing political life
- Illustrates both the merits and the limitations of a political theory of modus vivendi
- Discusses how to deal politically with problems characterized by pluralism or deep-rooted diversity

This book focuses on the idea of a modus vivendi as a way of governing political life and addressing problems characterized by pluralism or deep-rooted diversity.

Contents
Chapter 1: Theorising Modus Vivendi.
Part 1: Modus Vivendi, Liberalism and Realism.
Chapter 2: Why Theorize Modus Vivendi?
Chapter 3: Liberal Moralism and Modus Vivendi Politics.
Chapter 4: [...]

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy; Democracy

July 2018
155 x 235 mm
£ 96.50 | € 109.99 | $ 139.00
ISBN 978-3-319-79077-0

All Languages Rights Available

NGOs and Accountability in China

Child Welfare Organisations
J. Howell, X. Shang, K. R. Fisher

- Tackles issues of NGOs and accountability in an authoritarian state
- Provides insights into life of NGOs in China over a decade
- Studies child welfare organisations in China with in-depth analyses

This book investigates how NGOs in authoritarian states, such as China, craft accountability and legitimacy to ensure their survival. It explores this through the lens of child welfare organisations from 2007 to 2017. The authors provide a fresh [...]

Contents
1. Introduction.
2. Chapter Two: Setting the Theoretical Scene.
4. Chapter Four: Making accountability – Liming [...]

Fields of Interest
Development and Children; Asian Politics; Development Policy; Regional Development; Development and Social Change

June 2018
XV, 227 p. 3 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90220-3

All Languages Rights Available

Tribal Politics in the Borderland of Egypt and Libya

T. Hüsken

- Introduces rich ethnographic data on tribal politics in North Africa based on long-term fieldwork
- Discusses political entrepreneurs and heterarchy in the African borderland
- Analyzes the relation between Arab revolutions and Bedouin tribes

This book explores the tribal politics of the Awlad ‘Ali Bedouin in the borderland of Egypt and Libya. These tribal politics are part of heterarchy in which sovereignty is shared between tribes, states and other groups and, within this dynamic [...]

Contents
1. Chapter 1/Introduction.
2. Chapter 2 Research in Times of Turmoil and the Merits of Participant Observation.
3. Chapter 3 People, Places, and a Brief History.
4. Chapter 4 Pioneers, [...]

Fields of Interest
African Politics; Middle Eastern Politics; Regional Development; Regionalism; Citizenship

Series Title
Palgrave Series in African Borderlands Studies

August 2018
XVIII, 264 p. 6 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92341-3

All Languages Rights Available
Civil Service Management and Administrative Systems in South Asia
I. Jamil, T. N. Dhakal, N. R. Paudel (Eds)

- Examines an underdeveloped field, the changing nature of public administration in South Asia
- Explores reforms over a wide variety of case studies: Bhutan, Bangladesh, China, India, the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka
- Investigates the critical factors associated with the implementation of national civil service acts and reform measures in South Asia

This book examines public administration in South Asia in the context of rapid changes and modernization of administrative traditions, thoughts, and practices. The existing literature has, however, not given adequate attention to these [...]}

Contents
Chapter One: Introduction: Understanding Civil Service in South Asia, Ishtiaq Jamil, Tek Nath Dhakal and Narendra Raj Paudel.- Chapter Two: The Civil Service System in Bhutan, Dhurba Rizal.- [...]}

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Legislative and Executive Politics; Governance and Government; Political Communication; Asian Politics

The US-China Military and Defense Relationship during the Obama Presidency
J. Johnson

- Unravels the deterioration of U.S.-China security relations during the Obama Presidency.
- Offers a new comparative approach to the understanding of individual military domains.
- Explores the production of security misperceptions between the U.S. and China.

This book offers a timely and compelling explanation for the deterioration of U.S.-China security relations during the Obama Presidency. The U.S.-China relationship has become one of (if not the most) vital features of contemporary world [...]}

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Military and Defence Studies; Asian Politics; Foreign Policy

Series Title
New Security Challenges

Crossing Nuclear Thresholds
Leveraging Sociocultural Insights into Nuclear Decisionmaking
J. L. Johnson, K. M. Kartchner, M. J. Maines (Eds)

- Provides focused case studies on key strategic states like Iran, Ukraine, and North Korea
- Wide geographic scope of the contributed chapters offers insight into US strategic relations with the Middle East, Europe, and Asia
- Contributors vary from academics to practitioners and government officials

This book applies the cutting-edge socio-cultural model Cultural Topography Analytic Framework (CTAF) pioneered in the authors’ earlier volume Strategic Culture and Weapons of Mass Destruction: Culturally Based Insights into Comparative National [...]}

Contents

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; International Security Studies

Series Title
Initiatives in Strategic Studies: Issues and Policies
Is China challenging liberal norms or being socialised to them? This book argues that China is incrementally pushing for re-interpretation of liberal norms, but, the result is that rather than being illiberal, this reinterpretation produces norms [...]

Contents
Government-Business Relations and Regional Development in Post-Reform Mexico
T. Kahn

- Explains how divergent sub-national developmental institutions can arise out of national political and economic reforms.
- Illuminates the conditions under which multinational enterprises become active proponents of developmental policies at the local level.
- Provides a novel explanation for the uneven results of democratization and economic reform across Mexico’s states.

This book explores the political economy of subnational development in Mexico. Like much of Latin America, Mexico underwent market reforms and democratization in the late 20th century. In addition to transforming national institutions, these [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Governance and Government; Regional Development; [...] 

Series Title
Latin American Political Economy

August 2018
VIII, 290 p. 2 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92350-5

All Languages Rights Available

American Foreign Policy Towards the Colonels’ Greece
Uncertain Allies and the 1967 Coup d’État
N. M. Karakatsanis, J. Swarts

- Explores the contentious and complicated question of American involvement in the Greek dictatorship of 1967-1974.
- Examines the complexity of the U.S.-Greek relationship during the Cold War.
- Presents a nuanced understanding of the actors, strategies, and interests involved in America’s foreign-policy making towards a strategically important political and military ally during a period of intense superpower competition.

This book seeks to comprehensively analyze and document U.S. foreign policy toward a strategic Cold War ally that posed a stark challenge to the traditionally-stated U.S. preference for democracy and political freedom. [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy

May 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-1-137-52317-4

All Languages Rights Available

Illicit Markets, Organized Crime, and Global Security
H. S. Kassab, J. D. Rosen

- Provides a comprehensive study of illicit markets in the contexts of international security and economic development
- Examines both historical attempts at laws of prohibition and current attempts in the twenty-first century, particularly in regards to reliance on the Internet
- Underscores the significance of illicit markets in regards to corruption, injustice, and the formulation of weak and fragile states

This book explains the existence of illicit markets throughout human history and provides recommendations to governments. Organized criminal networks increased in strength after the enforcement of prohibition, eventually challenging the authority [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; Legislative and Executive Politics; International Security Studies; Crime Prevention; Organized Crime; Development Economics

July 2018
XI, 198 p. 17 illus., 15 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 54.99 | € 64.99 | $ 79.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90634-8

All Languages Rights Available
Aesthetics and the Revolutionary City
Real and Imagined Havana
J. C. Kent

- Examines the global politics of representation of Havana through visual culture
- Challenges existing representations of various recognizable spaces of Havana and interrogates the diverse forces which have shaped them in the global imaginary
- Provides original case studies in the form of textual analyses that develop key theoretical debates surrounding the city and the imaginary

This book explores alternative ways of understanding Havana both as an imagined political construct and as a cultural product. It provides a vision of how and why we see the city as we do and evaluates the ways in which images of Havana have been [...]"}

Contents
1. Introduction: Real and Imagined Havana.

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Latin American Culture; Popular Culture; Photography; Urban Studies/Sociology; International Relations Theory

Series Title
Studies of the Americas

August 2018
XIII, 225 p. 7 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-64029-7

All Languages Rights Available

Worker Cooperatives in India
T. Kerswell, S. Pratap

- Evaluates the experiences of trade union cooperatives in India
- Presents case studies of social experiments conducted in India in which trade unions have formed cooperatives for production and service provision for the working class movement

This book discusses the experiences of cooperative enterprises in India that have been operated by or influenced to a significant extent by trade unions. It describes the origins of these movements in India presenting a political-strategic view [...]"

Contents
Introduction.- Chapter 1 India's 'Informal Sector': Demystifying A Problematic Concept.- Chapter 2 The Rise and Fall of the Chhattisgarh Mines Shramik Sangh and Its Cooperative Movement.- Chapter [...]"

Fields of Interest
Development Studies; Political Economy/Economic Policy; Labour Law/Social Law; Labor Economics

Series Title
IDE-JETRO Series

September 2018
IX, 148 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 64.99 | € 74.99 | $ 89.99

All Languages Rights Available

Presidents versus Federalism in the National Legislative Process
The Argentine Senate in Comparative Perspective
H. Kikuchi

- Uses various sources including original datasets, archival records, and interviews with legislators to support argument
- Fulfills the gap between theoretical arguments and empirical findings
- Analyses the Argentine Senate: an ideal laboratory for considering these questions as it incorporates experienced politicians (e.g., former presidents and former governors) as well as inexperienced backbenchers. Moreover, the Argentine federalism consists of a wide variety in provincial politics allowing for a wide comparison of sub-units in the country

This book rethinks gubernatorial effects on national politics using the case of the Argentine Senate. [...]"

Contents

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Comparative Politics; Legislative and Executive Politics

Series Title
IDE-JETRO Series

October 2018
XVIII, 295 p. 2 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90112-1

All Languages Rights Available except Japanese
Child Soldiers and Restorative Justice
Participatory Action Research in the Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo
J.C.K. Kiyala

- Describes policies, and local and international standards on child soldiering accountability
- Enhances child soldiers' reintegration and prevention through restorative justice and locally-based approaches, such as Baraza (conflict resolution forum)
- Serves as an entry point to making former child soldiers peacemakers in their communities through peacemaking circles and Baraza

This book investigates how, while children used as soldiers are primarily perceived as victims of offences against international law, they also commit war atrocities. [..]

Contents
1. Introduction.
4. Reintegrating and Healing [..]

Fields of Interest
Political Science; Criminology and Criminal Justice, general; Personality and Social Psychology; International Humanitarian Law, Law of Armed Conflict

August 2018
XXXIV, 518 p. 41 illus., 29 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90070-4

All Languages Rights Available

Early Childhood and Development Work
Theories, Policies, and Practices
A. Kjørholt, H. Penn (Eds)

- Provides a critical account of the theories and global policies which inform work in the field of early childhood
- Explores how these theories have operated in practice and discusses tensions between global politics and local practices in different parts of the world
- Suggests effective local practices and policies in working with young children, which also reflect the need to understand and respond to wider inequalities and social injustices

This edited volume provides a critical account of the theories and policies that have informed work in the field [..]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Comparative Politics; Public Policy; International Organization; Early Childhood Education; Childhood, Adolescence and Society; Children, Youth and Family Policy

Series Title
Palgrave Studies on Children and Development

September 2018
XV, 227 p. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-91318-6

All Languages Rights Available

At His Crossroad
Reflections on the Work of France Bučar
I. Kovač (Ed)

- Represents the first English translation of Bučar's work
- Presents a unique “bottom-up” approach to globalization and governance
- Analyzes Bučar's system theory on ethics and culture from a contemporary perspective

This book is a translation and celebration of Slovenian politician France Bučar's seminal work. Divided into two parts, the book first contains several studies of Bučar's arguments. [..]

Contents
Introduction.
Chapter 1: Prosperity.
Chapter 2: Contemporary Ethics.
Chapter 3: Intolerance.
Chapter 4: Reality and Illusion of Democracy.
Chapter 5: States in the Hands of Oligarchy.

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Ethics; European Politics; Governance and Government; Public Policy

July 2018
XXIV, 170 p. 2 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-78330-7

All Languages Rights Available
Peace Infrastructures and State-Building at the Margins
B. Á. Kovács

- The first critical appraisal of this scope of the concept of peace infrastructures since it entered mainstream peace-building through its adoption by UNDP
- Argues that the model of peace infrastructure which has come to dominate the discourse and practice is deeply statist, and sees peace infrastructures as a more efficient means to liberal peace-building
- Adds to the already significant post-liberal peace discourse a more pointed discussion on statism, and approaches its subject not from a post-structuralist but from neo-Weberian and sociocultural evolutionary angle

This book offers a critical examination of ‘infrastructures for peace’, originally proposed as a framework of conflict transformation. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Peace Studies; Conflict Studies; International Relations Theory; Asian Politics; International Security Studies

Series Title
Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies

June 2018
XIV, 303 p. 17 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-89565-9

All Languages Rights Available

Reading Donald Trump
A Parallax View of the Campaign and Early Presidency
J. Kowalski (Ed)

- Provides unique analyses of relevant and topical subjects in the current Trump presidency
- Looks at Trump’s engagement with certain subjects from both his campaign and first year as president
- Collects together scholars from a wide range of disciplines outside of just political science

This book provides a scholarly assessment and analysis of the Trump campaign and early presidency. This assessment and analysis is important not only to help provide some coherence to the turbulent and unpredictable character of “Trumpism,” but [...] 

Contents
1. Introduction: The Emergence of America’s Trump and Trumpism.- 2. Gender and identity in the jigsaw puzzle of Trump’s zero sum politics.- 3. Trumpolect: Donald Trump’s Distinctive Discourse and [...] 

Fields of Interest
US Politics; Political Leadership

Series Title
The Evolving American Presidency

September 2018
XIII, 207 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-93178-4

All Languages Rights Available

Why Paramilitary Operations Fail
A. Krishnan

- Provides a systematic analysis of all known CIA PMOs and explains the why, who, and how of proxy warfare
- Includes both a survey of secondary literature and an array of primary sources
- Adds a theoretical perspective with the application of principal agent theory to the field of covert action and proxy warfare

This book analyzes U.S. pro-insurgency paramilitary operations (PMOs) or U.S. proxy warfare from the beginning of the Cold War to the present and explains why many of these operations either failed entirely to achieve their objective, or why they [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Military and Defence Studies; Foreign Policy; US Politics; International Relations Theory; Conflict Studies

May 2018
XVII, 254 p. 5 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-71630-5

All Languages Rights Available
Negotiation Dynamics of the WTO
An Insider’s Account
M. Kumar

- Offers a comprehensive account of the negotiation dynamics in the WTO
- Throws light on the factors driving India’s negotiating stance at the WTO
- Offers ideas to revive the WTO, a crucial institution for the smooth functioning of the multilateral trading system

The book aims at informing and educating the public at large about the intricacies of the Negotiation Dynamics at the WTO. It traces the period from the launch of the Uruguay Round in 1986 to its conclusion at Marrakesh in 1994 and the subsequent […]

Contents
Introduction.- Chapter 1: The Mother of All Rounds.- Chapter 2: The Millennium Round that Failed.- Chapter 3: The Development Round.- Chapter 4: India at the WTO: Punching above its Weight.- […]

Fields of Interest
International Organization; Legislative and Executive Politics; International Political Economy; Asian Politics

October 2018
XVII, 331 p. 5 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99

All Languages Rights Available

India’s Saudi Policy
Bridge to the Future
P. R. Kumaraswamy, Md. M. Quamar

- Studies the historical evolution of India’s understanding of and policy towards the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
- Presents the first comprehensive work on the India-Saudi relations
- Analyses data from primary sources collected from India and Saudi Arabia

The book traces India’s Saudi Policy and locates the current state of bilateral relations and the challenges it faces. It argues that during the Cold War the relations were largely shaped by the Pakistan factor which in turn inhibited both sides […]

Contents
Introduction.- Nehru Era.- Cold War Years.- Post-Cold War Challenges.- Palestine Factor.- Economic Relations.- Islamic Dimension.- Political Engagements.- De-hyphenating Pakistan Factor.- […]

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; Middle Eastern Politics; Asian Politics; International Political Economy

November 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-981-10-8841-4

All Languages Rights Available

The Tea Party, Occupy Wall Street, and the Great Recession
N. C. Kumkar

- Based on the interpretation of (qualitative) interviews, focus-group discussions and participant observations conducted with activists from the two movements in the years 2012-2014
- Refers to available surveys and statistics on the protest movements
- Of interest to scholars and students working on contemporary capitalism, dynamics of class-societies, and social movements on the right and left of the political spectrum

This book analyzes the Tea Party and Occupy Wall Street as symptoms of the structural crisis of US capitalism and its class structure. It shows that the protests have to be understood as rooted in the petty bourgeoisie’s lived experience of […]

Contents
1. Introduction: Protests in the Wake of the Great Recession.- 2. The Structural Crisis and the Emerging Patterns of Class Conflict.- 3. The Demographics of the Mobilized: the Core Constituency of […]

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; US Politics; German Politics

Series Title
Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice

May 2018
XIII, 279 p. 26 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-73687-7

All Languages Rights Available
The Vortex of Power
Intellectuals and Politics in Indonesia's Post-Authoritarian Era
A. P. Kusman

- Shows how Indonesia's intellectuals utilize the idea of good governance and democratic institution-building for private interests
- Highlights current forms of governance that validate power structures that continue to obstruct political participation in Indonesia
- Delves into the contribution of local intellectuals in resolving the contradictions between technocratic ideas and governance practices

This book explores the role of intellectuals and governance processes in post-authoritarian Indonesia. Focusing on East Java, the author argues that intellectuals have played an increasingly direct and practical role in the exercise of governance [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Governance and Government; Public Administration; Asian Politics; Democracy; Public Policy

The Political Economies of Turkey and Greece
Crisis and Change
M. Kutlay

- Provides first systematic comparative account of Greek and Turkish political economies
- Probes into the dynamics of economic reforms in late-industrialized states with low state capacity
- Provides detailed analyses of Greek and Turkish case studies

The economic policies of reactive states such as Turkey and Greece, both of which have shown limited ability to implement institutional reforms in recent years, have paved the way for deep crises. The crises are devastating for both societies' [...]  

Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction.- Chapter 2: Reforming the reactive states: A framework for analysis.- Chapter 3: Political Economy of Turkey (1980-2001).- Chapter 4: Turkish crisis and aftermath [...]  

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; Political Economy/Economic Policy; European Politics; Foreign Policy; Development Policy

Swiss Public Administration
Making the State Work Successfully
A. Ladner, N. Soguel, Y. Emery, S. Weerts, S. Nahrath (Eds)

- Questions why Switzerland undertakes different approaches to common public policy problems, with a high rate of success
- Provides insight into the organization and the functioning of the Swiss state
- Unveils extra-political factors influencing public administration in Switzerland

Swiss citizens approve of their government and the way democracy is practiced; they trust the authorities and are satisfied with the range of services Swiss governments provide. This is quite unusual when compared to other countries. This open [...]  

Contents
Introduction.- Society, Government, and the Political System Andreas Ladner.- The Organization and Provision of Public Services Andreas Ladner.- The Characteristics of Public Administration in [...]  

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Governance and Government; Legislative and Executive Politics; European Politics; Political Economy/Economic Policy; Social Policy

August 2018
XI, 272 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 74.99 | € 84.99 | $ 109.99  
All Languages Rights Available

July 2018
XI, 231 p. 7 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99  
ISBN 978-3-319-92788-6  
All Languages Rights Available

August 2018
XXIX, 384 p. 31 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 20.00 | € 28.00 | $ 31.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-92380-2  
All Languages Rights Available
Societal Security and Crisis Management
Governance Capacity and Legitimacy
P. Lægreid, L. H. Rykkja (Eds)

• Provides new and unique insight on government capacity for crisis management, including case studies from five European countries
• Presents new academic research from a cross-disciplinary team of researchers in Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, Germany, and the United Kingdom
• Includes case studies on different types of crises, including flood management, forest fires, the refugee crisis and central government organization for dealing with terrorism and crises

This book studies governance capacity and governance legitimacy for societal security and crisis management. [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Governance and Government; International Security Studies; Public Policy; Comparative Politics; European Politics

Series Title
New Security Challenges

August 2018
XVII, 397 p. 10 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92302-4

All Languages Rights Available

Governance and Political Adaptation in Fragile States
J. I. Lahai, K. von Strokirch, H. Brasted, H. Ware (Eds)

• Examines the characterization, the internal dynamics, progress and challenges facing postcolonial fragile states
• Deepens policy makers’ and practitioners’ understanding of the diverse trajectories and experiences of fragility, governance and nation-building
• Can be used as a main or supplemental course text for graduate and upper-division undergraduate courses in a variety of disciplines (in the humanities and social sciences)
The book examines the various ways that fragile states (or states with limited statehood) in Africa, Asia, the Pacific, and the Americas have adopted, and adapted to, the processes of liberal political governance in their quests to address the [...]  

Contents
1. Introduction.- 2. The History and Representations of The Challenges of Governance in the fragile States of Sub-Saharan Africa.- 3. Reifying Imagined Communities: The Triumph of the Fragile [...]  

Fields of Interest
Development Aid; Regional Development; Development and Sustainability; Development and Social Change; Development Policy

Series Title
Politics and Development of Contemporary China

June 2018
XIII, 330 p. 12 illus., 7 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-77124-3

All Languages Rights Available

Taiwan’s Political Re-Alignment and Diplomatic Challenges
W. Lee (Ed)

• Brings together well-known scholars in the field for a systematic and insightful scrutiny of Taiwanese domestic politics and external efforts in one single edited volume
• Offers a unique mix of qualitative and quantitative studies to enhance our understanding of the complexity and contradictions of Taiwanese politics
• Provides rich and updated empirical analyses of politics in Taiwan and China, East Asian international relations, and US-Taiwan-China relations

This edited volume investigates and evaluates the context, causes, and consequences of various essential issues in Taiwanese domestic politics and external relations before and after the [...]  

Contents
1. The Turn of Fortune: Re-alignment in Taiwan’s Domestic Politics and Diplomacy.- 2. The Quality of Democracy in Taiwan. [...]  

Fields of Interest
Asian Politics; Electoral Politics; Comparative Politics; International Political Economy; Democracy

Series Title
Politics and Development of Contemporary China

August 2018
XII, 305 p. 1 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90748-2

All Languages Rights Available
Destination China
Immigration to China in the Post-Reform Era
A. Lehmann, P. Leonard (Eds)

- Explores in-depth a topic that has to-date been largely absent from the many books about China and its rise
- Allows the reader to question commonly-held assumptions about China and migration
- Brings together cutting-edge, contemporary social research conducted in China by researchers from around the world

This book is a compelling account of China’s response to the increasing numbers of ‘foreigners’ in its midst, revealing a contradictory picture of welcoming civility, security anxiety and policy confusion. Over the last forty years, China’s […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Asian Politics; Migration

Counter-Terrorism Technologies
A Critical Assessment
P. Lehr

- Poses the highly topical question of how to protect our cities in the light of AQ/Daesh attacks
- Provides a critical reflection of what counter-terrorism technologies mean for our open societies
- Presents an overdue critical book-length assessment of counter-terrorism technologies

This book critically discusses the role of technology for counter-terrorism in general, and for securing our vulnerable open societies in particular. It is set against the backdrop of the terrorist threat posed by the combined forces of Al Qaeda […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Terrorism and Political Violence; Security Science and Technology; Risk Management; Crime and Society

Series Title
Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications

The Era of Private Peacemakers
A New Dialogic Approach to Mediation
M. Lehti

- Examines recent changes in the field of peacemaking, specifically the role of private peacemaking organisations
- Connects developments in the field and in strategic thinking to theoretical debate, considering the conceptual basis of practitioners’ thinking
- Combats the lack of research that combines empirical material and theoretical literature on the role and approach of private peacemakers

The field of peacemaking is in turbulent change. There are more peacemaking actors than before but fewer success stories, and an increasing number of violent conflicts tend to resist negotiated agreements. Tools and practices created for […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Peace Studies; Conflict Studies; International Organization; Diplomacy; Foreign Policy

Series Title
Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies
Politics and Digital Literature in the Middle East
Perspectives on Online Text and Context
N. Lenze

- Points at differences of online and print literature relating to freedom of speech, writer-readership interaction, literary quality, language and style, critical reception, and circulation in the Middle East
- Focuses on countries such as Oman, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Egypt, and Lebanon
- Intends to provide a broad overview on how online literature works and reflects in society and politics

During the 2000’s, online literature in Arabic language was popular among a larger readership. Writings on subjects dealing with politics, globalization, and social matters gained are well-received. While mapping the genre, this monograph shows […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics; Politics and Religion; Middle Eastern Literature; Human Rights and Crime; Democracy

North American Strategic Defense in the 21st Century:
Security and Sovereignty in an Uncertain World
C. Leuprecht, J. J. Sokolsky, T. Hughes (Eds)

- Examines the security challenges facing North America
- Highlights U.S., Canadian and Mexican approaches to regional defense
- Considers possible futures of North American regional defense organisations, particularly NORAD

The protection of the homeland is the top priority for U.S. national security strategy. Strategic defense, however, has been an overlooked dimension in the vast literature on the U.S. strategic posture, with even less attention given to the […]

Contents
Preface.- Introduction.- We have the watch.- Part I: The Global Perspective.- Putin’s Security Policy and its Implications for NORAD.- Misplaced Prudence: The Role of Restraint in the Nuclear […]

Fields of Interest
Military and Defence Studies; International Security Studies; US Politics; Foreign Policy

Series Title
Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications

China’s State Enterprises
Changing Role in a Rapidly Transforming Economy
R. Li, K. C. Cheong

- Looks beyond the mainstream economic yardsticks to measure China’s state enterprise performance
- Eschews macro-analysis in favor of in-depth firm and sector-level analysis to provide a broader picture of the strategic role of these enterprises
- Provides an in-depth analysis of the upcoming role of China’s state enterprises in the “Belt and Road” initiative

This book focuses on the nature and significance of China’s state enterprises which have undergone substantial changes since China’s economic liberalization in 1978. It argues that much of the criticism is based on mistaken premises, where even […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; Asian Economics

June 2018
XI, 178 p. 1 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-76815-1
All Languages Rights Available

June 2018
XII, 193 p. 2 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 44.99 | € 79.99 | $ 59.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90977-6
All Languages Rights Available

July 2018
XX, 216 p. 10 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 74.99 | € 84.99 | $ 109.99
All Languages Rights Available
Mapping Migration, Identity, and Space
T. Linhard, T. H. Parsons (Eds)

- Uses inter- and trans-disciplinary methodologies to understand why the mass movement of people is both creative and potentially disruptive
- Contributes to studies of migration and space by explaining how place is fundamentally linked to collective identity
- Provides new insights on the complexities caused by mass movements of people around the globe in the past decade

This interdisciplinary collection of essays focuses on the ways in which movements of people across natural, political, and cultural boundaries shape identities that are inexorably linked to the geographical space that individuals on the move [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; Migration; Citizenship; Human Geography; Comparative Politics; Political Theory
Peacebuilding in the Asia-Pacific
C. Lutmar, J. Ockey (Eds)
• Offers a systematic examination of peacebuilding efforts in the Asia Pacific
• Emphasizes the importance of institutional mechanisms to help prevent future conflicts in war-torn societies
• Includes case studies of the southern Philippines, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Samoa, and southern Thailand
This book explores theories of conflict and peacebuilding and applies them to case studies from the Asia Pacific region, seeking to shift attention to the inherency of conflict, the constant danger of re-emergence, and the need to establish [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Peace Studies; Conflict Studies; Comparative Politics; International Relations Theory

Faith-Based Organizations and Social Welfare
Associational Life and Religion in Contemporary Western Europe
P. C. Manuel, M. Glatzer (Eds)
• Challenges the notion that declining rates of formal participation in religious life have made faith-based organizations irrelevant for Western European civil society
• Gathers contributions from top scholars across Western Europe to show the role religious institutions play in the provision of social services in specific countries
• Examines the impact of faith-based welfare services on national and local communities and across an ostensibly secular continent
This volume examines the role and function of religious-based organizations in strengthening associational life in [...]

Contents
1. “Use Words Only if Necessary”: the Strategic Silence of Organized Religion in Contemporary Europe. [...] [..]

Fields of Interest
European Politics; Politics and Religion; Democracy; Politics of the Welfare State; Political Sociology; Social Choice/Welfare Economics/Public Choice

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in Religion, Politics, and Policy

Think Tanks, Foreign Policy and the Emerging Powers
J. G. McGann (Ed)
• Synthesizes the growing literature on think tanks and on the foreign policies of the emerging powers within the context of power shifts and new dynamics in current international affairs
• Demonstrates with a broad cross-section of countries how think tanks, in collaboration with their respective governments, are able to respond to the new challenges and dynamics of an increasingly multipolar world
• Identifies the transcendent trends among twelve think tanks and highlights the transferable approaches that could be adopted by other emerging powers
This book examines changing international dynamics through the lens of some of the leading think tanks from the emerging powers in the world. Throughout twelve case studies, the authors explore how security and international affairs think tanks in [...] [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; Globalization; International Security Studies; International Relations Theory; Regional Development
How and Why States Defect from Contemporary Military Coalitions
K. J. McInnis

- Examines the critical role alliance politics play in determining post-Cold War coalition participation and defection
- Addresses the various different kinds of strategies that nations may employ to defect from coalitions
- Uses neoclassical realism as a lens through which to explore coalition defection

This book identifies contemporary military coalition defections, builds a theoretical framework for understanding why coalition defection occurs and assesses its utility for both the scholarly and policy practitioner communities. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Military and Defence Studies; Foreign Policy; International Relations Theory; Conflict Studies

China’s Selective Identities
State, Ideology and Culture
D. Mierzejewski, B. Kowalski

- Analyses China’s foreign policy behaviour pattern through the lenses of nation-state, ideology and culture
- Discusses the rationale behind China choosing different types of identities for different types of audiences
- Offers a fresh take from a Central European perspective

This book discusses the role of selective identities in shaping China’s position in regional and global affairs. By taking on different types of identities - of state, ideology and culture - the Chinese government has adjusted China’s identity to [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; Asian Politics; Diplomacy

Weird IR
Deviant Cases in International Relations
D. B. Mislan, P. Streich

- Analyzes strange events in international relations that test commonly accepted theories
- Engages readers of various levels with its use of a humorous tone
- Explores otherwise understudied cases in international relations history

The scholarly study of international relations tends to go over the same cases, issues, and themes. This book addresses this by challenging readers to think creatively about international politics. It highlights some of the strangest and rarest [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; Diplomacy; Foreign Policy; Politics and Gender; Political Leadership; Migration
Contrived Laissez-Faireism
The Politico-Economic Structure of British Colonialism in Hong Kong
F. Mizuoka

- Analyses neo-liberal economic policy in Hong Kong and its relationship to British colonial governance
- Deconstructs the concept of neo-liberalism
- Shows a direct link between British colonial policy and economic growth and stability attributed to the free market

This book analyses neo-liberal economic policy in Hong Kong and its relationship to British colonial governance. [...] 

Contents
Introduction.- Chapter 1: Neo-Liberalism and Political Domination: The Laissez-faire in British Colonialism.- Chapter 2: History of Space Subsumption in Hong Kong.- Chapter 3: Class, Ethnicity [...] 

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; British Politics; Asian Politics

Series Title
The Political Economy of the Asia Pacific

---

The Iranian Reform Movement
Civil and Constitutional Rights in Suspension
M. Mohammadi

- Provides a very thorough overview and analysis of the reform movement in Iran
- Analyzes the link between reform movements and human rights in Iran
- Gives an overview and analysis of the Green Movement and its strategies

This book analyzes the reform movement in Iran and traces its political roots from the beginning of the 20th century to its relative demise with the purging of the Green Movement after the 2009 disputed elections. The author explains how this [...] 

Contents
Part I. Background.- Chapter 1. Civil Resistance and the Non-violent State Building Process in Late-Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth Century Iran.- Chapter 2. Iranian Reform Movement (IRM) and [...] 

Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics; Democracy; Political History; Regionalism; Governance and Government

---

The Violence of Democracy
Political Life in Postwar El Salvador
A. Montoya

- Demonstrates anthropology's ability to contribute to the study of democracy-making and explores how the notion of democracy can be imbued with diverse meanings
- Ethnographically examines citizens’ practices and political subjectivities in the context of a post-war, liberal market democracy
- Sheds light on the complexity of endemic violence in El Salvador and the relationship of this violence to the country’s gray domains of politics

This book offers novel insights about the ability of a democracy to accommodate violence. In El Salvador, the end of war has brought about a violent peace, one in which various forms of violence have become incorporated into Salvodorans’ [...] 

Contents
1. Introduction.- 2. The Fallacy of the Telos of Transition.- 3. The Postwar Gray Zone of Politics.- 4. Neoliberalization and the Violence Within. [...] 

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Social Anthropology; Democracy; Conflict Studies; Violence and Crime; Terrorism and Political Violence

Series Title
Studies of the Americas

---

May 2018
XXI, 263 p. 31 illus. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 99,99 | € 114,99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-69792-5

All Languages Rights Available

September 2018
XXIII, 342 p. 2 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
ISBN 978-3-319-90968-4

All Languages Rights Available
Reclaiming Africa
Scramble and Resistance in the 21st Century
S. Moyo (Deceased), P. Jha, P. Yeros (Eds)

• Presents a Southern perspective on the contradictions of the new scramble for Africa and the struggles for development in the 21st century
• Compares the strategies employed by emerging powers in their engagement with Africa

This book presents the findings of research conducted by scholars and activists associated with the Agrarian South Network, based mainly in Africa, Asia and Latina America. The research articulates a Southern perspective on the “new scramble” for [...]”

Contents
1. Introduction.- 1.1 Overview: Scramble, Primitive Accumulation and Resistance.- 1.2 Trajectories of Gender Relations.- 1.3 Trajectories of Agrarian Transformation.- 2. The Scramblers: [...]”

Fields of Interest
African Politics; International Relations; International Political Economy; Development Economics; Regional/Spatial Science

Series Title
Advances in African Economic, Social and Political Development

September 2018
XV, 269 p. 10 illus., 10 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 99.99 | € 109.99 | $ 139.99
ISBN 978-81-2-5839-4

All Languages Rights Available

China and India’s Development Cooperation in Africa
The Rise of Southern Powers
P. Mthembu

• Reveals differences and commonalities between Chinese and Indian development cooperation in Africa
• Demonstrates that humanitarian concerns are an important foreign policy determinant for China and India
• Analyses data between 2000 and present day using AidData

Explaining the determinants of China and India’s development cooperation in Africa cannot be achieved in simple terms. After collecting over 1000 development cooperation projects by China and India in Africa using AidData, this book applies the [...]”

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; Regional Development; Development Aid; Development Economics; Emerging Markets/Globalization; Globalization

Series Title
International Political Economy Series

May 2018
XII, 193 p. 15 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 101.00 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-31-69501-3

All Languages Rights Available

MERCOSUR and the European Union
Variation and Limits of Regional Integration
M. Mukhametdinov

• Delivers a new analytical framework for assessing contemporary examples of regionalism
• Analyzes regional integration in South America and Europe against multiple integration theories
• Compares MERCOSUR and the EU to explain the variation and limits of regionalism

The book draws comparison between MERCOSUR and the European Union to explain variation of regionalism and to expose its limits. The project is based on the idea that contemporary examples of regionalism should be evaluated against several [...]”

Contents

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; European Politics; Comparative Politics; Political Theory; European Union Politics; Regionalism

June 2018
XIII, 228 p. 9 illus., 6 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-31-76824-3

All Languages Rights Available
The Politics of Mass Killing in Autocratic Regimes
B. Mukherjee, O. Koren

- Speaks to four main academic topics: political violence, and mass killing in particular; repression in autocracies; civil disobedience and dissent; and the interaction between domestic politics and market equilibria
- Offers case studies of relevance to broader policy research in international development
- Addresses important theoretical and empirical areas that have not received sufficient scholarly attention

This book develops a detailed, disaggregated theoretical and empirical framework that explains variations in mass killing by authoritarian regimes globally, with a specific focus on Pakistan, Indonesia, and Malaysia.

Fields of Interest
Terrorism and Political Violence; Urban Economics; Development Theory; Urban Studies/Sociology; Game Theory; Comparative Politics

Democracy Promotion and the Normative Power Europe Framework
The European Union in South Eastern Europe, Eastern Europe, and Central Asia
M. Neuman (Ed)

- Offers a holistic account of the European Union’s external democracy promotion efforts, analyzed through the Normative Power Europe framework of transnational policy formation
- Incorporates both analytical and empirical research and applies both sides to the issue of the EU’s democratization efforts abroad
- Revisits and reimagines the framework of Normative Power Europe at a time when the continued existence of the EU is in question

This book presents a topical, holistic assessment of the European Union’s democracy promotion in South-East Europe, Eastern Europe, and Central Asia, analyzed through the prism of the Normative Power Europe (NPE) framework of transnational policy.

Fields of Interest
Democracy; European Union Politics; Diplomacy; Foreign Policy

The Southern African Development Community and Law
M. Nyathi

- Analyzes the institutions of SADC against the community’s treaty objectives.
- Examines SADC from a legal perspective and international institutional law.
- Contributes to the collective work of regional economic and political integration organizations.

This book analyses whether the design of the institutions of Southern African Development Community (SADC) reflects the community’s treaty objectives and principles of democracy and the rule of law.

Fields of Interest
African Politics; Regional Development; Comparative Politics; Human Rights; International Humanitarian Law, Law of Armed Conflict

July 2018
XV, 303 p. 17 illus., 13 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-91757-3
All Languages Rights Available

August 2018
XI, 201 p. 4 illus. in color. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92689-6
All Languages Rights Available

June 2018
XIV, 233 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-76510-5
All Languages Rights Available
Institutionalization of the Parliament in Bangladesh
A Study of Donor Intervention for Reorganization and Development
A. T. M. Obaidullah
• Explores in detail donor initiatives to promote parliamentary development in Bangladesh
• Delineates the chronological developmental / reorganizational history of Bangladesh Parliament and demonstrates how a nascent parliament can be made more vital
• Provides policy directives for parliamentary development planners

This book explores the institutionalization process with regard to the Parliament in Bangladesh, and seeks to identify the main constrains that hinder the Parliament from serving as the uppermost representative body for all segments of society. [...] Contents
Democracy; Asian Politics; Political Theory; Electoral Politics; Comparative Politics

Why Presidential Speech Locations Matter
Analyzing Speechmaking from Truman to Obama
S. B. O’Brien
• Analyzes data on White House communication strategies over 70 years from Truman to Obama through the lens of geographic speech locations
• Shows how presidents make choices about where to go, how those choices change across time and context, and the impact of those choices upon their presidency
• Shows how some presidents like Nixon spent about half his presidency at vacation locations while Obama barely spent any time at all
This book explores speeches by American presidents. Domestic public presidential speechmaking helps us understand [...] Contents
US Politics; Political Leadership; Legislative and Executive Politics; Political Communication; Cultural Policy and Politics; Governance and Government

Political Strategies and Social Movements in Latin America
The Zapatistas and Bolivian Cocaleros
L. Oikonomakis
• Makes a distinct contribution to the knowledge of revolutionary social movements in Latin America
• Explores the mechanisms involved in decisions by movements to form/change their political strategies
• Challenges existing presuppositions of the dominant paradigms in social movement theory
This book investigates how social movements form their political strategies in their quest for social change and -when they shift from one strategy to another- why and how that happens. The author creates a model which distinguishes between two [...] Contents
Latin American Politics; Development and Social Change; Conflict Studies; Comparative Politics; Regional Development; Regionalism

June 2018
XXII, 338 p. 25 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 123.00 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-981-10-5316-0
All Languages Rights Available

May 2018
XI, 208 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-78135-8
All Languages Rights Available

July 2018
XVII, 243 p. 1 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90202-9
All Languages Rights Available except Spanish and Greek
Innovation, Regional Integration, and Development in Africa
Rethinking Theories, Institutions, and Policies
S. O. Oloruntoba, M. Muchie (Eds)

- Presents a regional approach to investigating the link between innovation, regional integration and development in Africa
- Brings together scholars from across several African nations to form a comprehensive viewpoint
- Combines theory with practical applications on innovation and regional integration in Africa

This edited volume discusses the role of innovation and regional integration in economic development in Africa. [...]

Contents
Chapter 1: Innovation and Regional Integration: Reframing the Debates on Innovation and Integrated African Development.
Chapter 2: Towards a Unified Theory of Pan-African Innovation Systems and [...]

Fields of Interest
African Politics; Regional Development; Regionalism; Development Economics; Political Economy/Economic Policy

Series Title
Advances in African Economic, Social and Political Development

August 2018
VII, 342 p. 64 illus. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92179-2

All Languages Rights Available

Public Administration in Europe
The Contribution of EGPA
E. Ongaro (Ed)

- Presents a discussion from a large scholarly community about the ways in which public administration (PA) has been studied in Europe over the previous forty years
- Reflects on the consolidation and institutionalisation of EGPA as the European community for the study of PA in Europe
- Addresses the potential future for PA in Europe over the next forty years

This book considers the ways in which public administration (PA) has been studied in Europe over the last forty years, and examines in particular the contribution of EGPA, the European Group for Public Administration, both to the growth of a [...]

Contents
1. Introduction: The past and the future of a community at the heart of the administrative sciences (Edoardo Ongaro).
2. German, American and European roots of international cooperation in [...]

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; European Union Politics; Governance and Government; Legislative and Executive Politics; Comparative Politics; Democracy

Series Title
Governance and Public Management

September 2018
XLI, 384 p. 5 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92855-5

All Languages Rights Available

Development and the Right to Education in Africa
A.C. Onuora-Oguno

- Carefully examines access to the right to basic education in Africa
- Develops a comparative analysis of education in Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda
- Reviews budgetary challenges and corruption in relation to education

This book is about the right to basic education and its impact on development in Africa. It focuses on the elusive subject of litigating the right to education by examining jurisprudence from select African countries and India. [...]

Contents
1. Chapter One: Right to Development and Education an Introductory Note.
2. Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework and Benefits of Basic Education.
3. Chapter Three: Obstacles Affecting Access to [...]

Fields of Interest
Development Theory; Development Policy; Regional Development; Development and Social Change; Educational Policy and Politics

June 2018
XIX, 239 p. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90334-7

All Languages Rights Available
Human Nature and the Causes of War
J. D. Orme

- Sets forth classical realism as a theory of world politics
- Finds that revisionism (the desire to alter the territorial status quo) accounts for much more warfare than "spirals of insecurity" between status quo powers
- Examines the effects of political regimes (especially authoritarian ones) on foreign policy

What are the causes of war? Wars are generally begun by a revisionist state seeking to take territory. The psychological root of revisionism is the yearning for glory, honor and power. Human nature is the primary cause of war, but political […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; Conflict Studies; Military and Defence Studies; International Security Studies; History of Military

Eduard Bernstein on Social Democracy and International Politics
Essays and Other Writings
M. S. Ostrowski

- Translates these three works by Bernstein into English in full for the first time. Offers a direct focus on Bernstein as an important social and political theorist in his own right
- Illuminates Bernstein’s unique ethical socialist perspective on international political issues

This book presents three later works by the German social-democratic thinker and politician Eduard Bernstein, translated into English in full for the first time: Social Democracy and International Politics: Social Democracy and the European […]

Contents
Introduction.- Social democracy and international politics: social democracy and the European question.- League of Nations or league of states.- International law and international politics: the […]

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political History; International Relations Theory; European Politics; Intellectual Studies

Global Governance and Muslim Organizations
L. A. Pal, M. E. Tok (Eds)

- The first book to map and critically examine Muslim engagements in global governance
- Contributes to the understanding of “South-South” cooperation, with an emphasis on the role of Muslim states and organizations
- Several chapters with a unique focus: interfaith dialogues, Islamic finance and sustainable development, Islamic NGOs and GCC sovereign wealth funds

There are 1.6 billion Muslims in the world, represented on the world stage by 57 states, as well as a host of international organizations and associations. […]

Contents
Chapter 1: Global Governance and Muslim Organizations: Introduction.- Chapter 2: Reforming Governance in Muslim Majority States: Promoting Values or Protecting Stability?- Chapter 3: Philosophical […]

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; Asian Politics; Middle Eastern Politics; Politics and Religion; Public Policy

Series Title
International Political Economy Series
Parliamentary Thinking
Procedure, Rhetoric and Time
K. Palonen
• Theorises the parliamentary style of politics
• Constructs an ideal parliamentary type
• Connects five aspects of parliamentary politics: procedure, rhetoric, government, actors and time
The parliamentary style of politics has been formed over centuries; nobody theorised it in advance. This book presents a thought experiment to spell out key principles of the parliamentary ideal type of politics. […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Democracy; British Politics; Governance and Government

Series Title
Rhetoric, Politics and Society

State-Society Relations and Confucian Revivalism in Contemporary China
Q. Pang
• Seeks to analyze the rise of neo-confucian values in China
• Describes the rise of civil society in post-reform China
• Explores how Confucian values play out in governmentality and business in contemporary China
This book is a study of the causes of the Confucian revival and the party-state’s response in China today. It concentrates on the interactions between state and society, and the implications for the Chinese state’s control over society, or in […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Asian Politics; Religion and Society; Asian Business

Middle Powers in Global Governance
The Rise of Turkey
E. Parlar Dal (Ed)
• Brings Turkey to the core of the ongoing debates on interrelated issues of global governance, including contribution to international organizations and informal forums, south-south cooperation, development cooperation, peacebuilding, international migration, and security governance
• Approaches Turkey as an emerging global governance actor actively involved in various regional and international platforms from the lenses of rising/middle power literature
• Provides new insights to the existing Turkish foreign policy literature by going beyond the dominant and traditional actor/region based foreign policy analysis
This volume summarizes, synthesizes, updates, and contextualizes Turkey’s multiple roles in global governance. […]

Contents
1. Profiling Middle Powers in Global Governance and the Turkish Case: An Introduction.- Part I Making Sense of Turkey’s Middle Power at the Junction of the Global–Regional. […]

Fields of Interest
Governance and Government; International Relations Theory; Middle Eastern Politics; Foreign Policy; International Organization; Globalization

July 2018
XI, 270 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 69.99 | € 79.99 | $ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90532-7

All Languages Rights Available

June 2018
XIX, 287 p. 13 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00

All Languages Rights Available

May 2018
XIX, 275 p. 4 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-72364-8

All Languages Rights Available
Mapping South-South Connections
Australia and Latin America
F. Peñaloza, S. Walsh (Eds)

• Investigates affinities, connections, and tensions between Australia and Latin America within a global context
• Challenges preconceptions about the apparent lack of connection between Australia and Latin America
• Explores and assesses the significance of the Global South as an analytical tool for numerous disciplines both within and beyond the confines of Latin American Studies

This book explores contemporary cultural, historical and geopolitical connections between Latin America and Australia from an interdisciplinary perspective. It seeks to capitalise on scholarly developments and further unsettle the multiple [...] 

Contents
1. Decolonizing the Global Contemporary: Latitudinal perspectives in Australian and Latin American cultural production.- 2. Common Ground: Connections and Tensions between Food Sovereignty [...] 

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; Latin American Politics; Regionalism; Cultural Geography; Latin American Culture; Cultural History

Series Title
Studies of the Americas

Approx. 240 p. 10 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 109.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-78576-9

All Languages Rights Available

Policy-Making at the European Periphery
The Case of Croatia
Z. Petak, K. Kotarski (Eds)

• No comparable book covering Croatia’s economic and political transformation in the last 30 years
• Brings together the best political scientists, macroeconomists and public finance experts from Croatia
• Adopts an interdisciplinary research approach to consider Croatian policy process analysis, party politics and political systems, governance and public management, monetary policy, fiscal policy and development economics

This book examines Croatia’s economic and political transformation over the last 30 years. It brings together the best political scientists, macroeconomists and public finance experts from Croatia to provide an in-depth analysis of the Croatian [...] 

Contents
Chapter 1: Croatia’s post-communist transition experience: the paradox of initial advantage turning into a middle-income trap - Zdravko Petak and Kristijan Kotarski.- Chapter 2: Policy-making [...] 

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; European Union Politics; Governance and Government; Democracy; Legislative and Executive Politics

Series Title
New Perspectives on South-East Europe

June 2018
XV, 342 p. 32 illus., 11 illus. in color. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-73581-8

All Languages Rights Available

Theatre for Peacebuilding
The Role of Arts in Conflict Transformation in South Asia
N. Premaratna

• Contributes to key debates in peace studies by exploring how the arts contribute to local and everyday practices of building peace
• Offers an in-depth discussion of three long-standing theatre groups from South Asia. It examines how they engage with issues of peace and conflict in their respective conflict contexts
• Drawing on different approaches to theatre and conflict, the book illuminates how theatre works for peacebuilding. This is of particular use to practitioners interested in art-based approaches to peacebuilding

This book contributes to key debates in peacebuilding by exploring the role of theatre and art in general. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Peace Studies; Conflict Studies; Asian Politics; Theatre and Performance Studies

Series Title
Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies

June 2018
XI, 249 p. 7 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 99.99 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-75719-3

All Languages Rights Available
Energy Policy and Security under Climate Change
F. Proedrou

- Challenges scholarly orthodoxy by means of disentangling energy security from the imperative of growth
- Analyses why a steady-state approach is a more appropriate conceptual mind-set to enable energy transition
- Provides a coherent framework for a revised energy policy spanning the energy, finance, tax, trade and monetary realms

This book analyses the trilemma between growth, energy security and climate change mitigation and, breaking from scholarly orthodoxy, challenges the imperative that growth must always come first. [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Energy Policy, Economics and Management; International Security Studies

The Mass Appeal of Human Rights
J. R. Puce

- Investigate the origins and the impacts of the dominant paradigm for transnational advocacy, inspired by critical theory of the Frankfurt School
- Spans many of the major global flashpoints of the past forty years
- Details how human rights organizations utilized devices to raise awareness among ordinary people so as to promote fundraising efforts, build public enthusiasm, and motivate political will

This book narrates the integration of consumer culture into transnational human rights advocacy and explores its political impact. By examining tactics that include benefit concerts, graphic imagery of suffering, and branded outreach campaigns, [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Globalization; Human Rights; Mass Media; International Organization; International Humanitarian Law, Law of Armed Conflict

Series Title
Human Rights Interventions

Governance and Climate Justice
Global South and Developing Nations
J. Puaschunder

- Aims at capturing international climate change mitigation and adaptation regimes in order to derive fair climate stability implementation strategies
- Discusses why consumption causing climate change can be regulated through carbon tax
- Provides an interdisciplinary understanding of innovative applications of social economics for the alleviation of intergenerational imbalances

This book examines international climate change mitigation and adaptation regimes with the aim of proposing fair climate stability implementation strategies. Based on the current endeavors to finance climate change mitigation and adaptation [...]
Nation Failure, Ethnic Elites, and Balance of Power
The International Administration of Kosova
S. A. Rama

- Examines theories of nation-building, state-building and peace-building and analyses their effectiveness
- Presents a historical view of Kosova’s nation-building process, including the role of international administration
- Assesses the role of ethnic elites in undermining the nation-building process, sustaining ethnic conflict and dividing the new state along ethnic lines

This book examines the history of nation-building in Kosova as a model of how the theories behind nation-building, state-building and peace-building can succeed or fail. The author argues that two missing factors led to successful state-building [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Organization; Development and Social Change; Ethnicity Studies; Democracy

Cross-Cultural Dialogue as a Conflict Management Strategy
J. M. Ramírez, G. Abad-Quintanal (Eds)

- Contains contributions of a unique mix of international experts
- Offers a public and private approach
- Represents almost all continents and cultures

This book contributes to the current knowledge and research on conflict and cross-cultural dialogue, emphasizing how respect, tolerance and dialogue may be quite effective tools for bridging the diverse cultures and, consequently, for solving [...]?

Contents
First Section: World order and conflict.- The world order and the new geopolitical trends; Major General (r).- The destiny of nuclear weapons after the ban treaty.- Second Section: Culture, [...]

Fields of Interest
Conflict Studies; International Security Studies; Cross Cultural Psychology; Sociology of Culture; Security Science and Technology

Series Title
Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications

India–Bangladesh Border Disputes
History and Post-LBA Dynamics
A. Ranjan

- Discusses the history of construction of the boundary line between India and Bangladesh, both mental and physical
- Examines the history of migration from present-day Bangladesh to India and the reasons for this movement

This book discusses history of mental construction of the boundary between India and Bangladesh. It investigates how and when a boundary was constructed between the people, and discusses how the mental construction preceded the physical [...]

Contents
Theoretical study of political, social and geographical construct of border.- History of India-Bangladesh border and linkages.- Border issue in post-partitioned British India.- Problems on the [...]

Fields of Interest
Comparative Politics; Migration; Conflict Studies; Regionalism; Asian Politics

Series Title
South Asia Economic and Policy Studies

Approx. 255 p. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 96,50 | € 109,99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-1-349-95069-0

All Languages Rights Available

May 2018
XIV, 154 p. 10 illus., 7 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 99,99 | € 114,99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-77230-1

All Languages Rights Available

September 2018
XIII, 159 p. 2 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 64,99 | € 74,99 | $ 89.99

All Languages Rights Available
The Shah of Iran, the Iraqi Kurds, and the Lebanese Shia
A. Reisinezhad

- Analyzes contemporary Iranian non-state foreign policy and its impact on the geopolitics of the Middle East
- Explains Iran's strategic connections with the Iraqi Kurds and the Lebanese Shia
- Introduces a new approach on the power imbalance in the Middle East

This book sheds new light on the emergence and fluctuation of Iran's connections with non-state entities in the Middle East. Iran's involvement with political-militant non-states has been at the heart of international and regional security policy [...]
Narrative Policy Analysis
Cases in Decentred Policy
R. Rhodes (Ed)

- Explains shifting patterns of policy and policy making by focusing on actors’ own interpretations of beliefs and practices
- Explores diverse ways in which situated agents change policies by remaking practices as their beliefs change
- Reveals the contingency and contestability of policy narratives

Narratives or storytelling are a feature of the everyday life of all who work in government. They tell each other stories about the origins, aims and effects of policies to make sense of their world. These stories form the collective memory of a [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Governance and Government; Legislative and Executive Politics; Comparative Politics; British Politics; European Union Politics

Series Title
Understanding Governance

Labour Mobilization, Politics and Globalization in Brazil
Between Militancy and Moderation
M. Riethof

- Offers an up-to-date analysis of recent Brazilian politics and an interpretation of the unprecedented level of political polarization and mobilization the country has faced since the late 2000s
- Provides a much-needed explanation of the formation of Brazilian left-wing politics in the last two decades, viewed through the prism of the labour movement, a key constituency of the Workers’ Party
- Shows that despite the apparent decline of a trade union presence in politics in the developing world, the Brazilian example underlines that new forms of action and political involvement have emerged in the context of globalization

This book analyses the conflicts that emerged from the Brazilian labour movement’s active participation in a [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Democracy; Governance and Government; Development and Social Change; Latin American and Caribbean Economics; Political History

Series Title
Studies of the Americas

Hegel, Marx, and the Necessity and Freedom Dialectic
Marxist-Humanism and Critical Theory in the United States
R. Rockwell

- Shows the current and unique social relevance of the relationship of Hegel’s philosophy and Marx’s critical theory.
- Includes an assessment of Postone’s original reinterpretations of Marx’s critical theory within a growing body of work that indicates a renewal of interest in the ideas of the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory
- Helps to shape changes in the workplace, key for attaining the goal of a society free of social domination

This book provides close readings of primary texts to analyze the linkage between G.W.F. Hegel’s philosophy and Karl Marx’s critical social theory of necessity and freedom. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy

Series Title
Political Philosophy and Public Purpose
E-Participation in Smart Cities: Technologies and Models of Governance for Citizen Engagement
M. P. Rodríguez Bolívar, L. Alcaide Muñoz
• Provides up-to-date information on important developments regarding public value creation and smart cities
• Defines public value in terms of smart cities and the need for transforming governments to foster public policies
• Presents insightful analysis about the organizational issues that public managers and politicians have to deal with the introduction of smart technologies to achieve public value creation in the city
This book analyzes e-participation in smart cities. In recent decades, information and communication technologies (ICT) have played a key role in the democratic political and governance process by allowing easier interaction between governments […]

Contents
Chapter 1: The Relevance of Public Value into Smart Cities.- Chapter 2: The Definition of Public Value and its Application to Smart Cities.- Chapter 3: Do Smart Cities mean the Increase of Public […]

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Political Communication; Public Administration; Globalization

Series Title
Public Administration and Information Technology

Israel's Technology Economy: Origins and Impact
D. Rosenberg
• Provides a comprehensive analysis of the Israeli Startup Nation phenomenon
• Examines an increasingly important side of Israel that is usually overlooked, namely high tech, politics, and economy
• Offers ideas how to create a tech-based economy and the political challenges involved
This book documents how Israel emerged as one of the world’s leading centers of high technology over the last three decades and the impact that it has had, or failed to have, on the wider economy and politics. […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Middle Eastern Politics; International Political Economy; Middle Eastern and North African Economics; Development and Social Change; Development Economics

Series Title
Middle East in Focus

Climate Politics and the Impact of Think Tanks: Scientific Expertise in Germany and the US
A. Ruser
• Analyzes the purpose, methods and strategies of think tanks to explain the interplay of knowledge and politics in modern societies
• Explores the consequences of ‘knowledge-based decision-making’
• Appeals to students and scholars of public policy, political science and sociology
This book provides an innovative theoretical and analytical framework for studying the role and impact of specialized research organizations and consultancies on decision making in climate politics. […]

Contents
Introduction.- Chapter 1: Knowledge and Climate.- Chapter 2: What Think Tanks do – Towards a conceptual framework.- Chapter 3: Heated Debates and Cooler Heads – Think Tanks and Climate Politics in […]

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Climate Change; Environmental Politics; Environmental Policy; US Politics; German Politics
Trump and Political Philosophy
Patriotism, Cosmopolitanism, and Civic Virtue
M. B. Sable, A. J. Torres (Eds)

- Uses political philosophy to provide the analytic tools for researchers to understand the deeper significance of contemporary events
- Includes a range of representatives from across ancient, medieval, modern, classical liberal, and continental thought on topics of patriotism, cosmopolitanism, and civic virtue
- Offers a diversity of contributors whose political leanings are liberal, conservative and radical

This book seeks to address the relation of political philosophy and Donald Trump as a political phenomenon through the notions of patriotism, cosmopolitanism, and civic virtue. Political philosophers have been prescient in explaining trends that […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy; US Politics

The Pacific Alliance in a World of Preferential Trade Agreements
Lessons in Comparative Regionalism
P. Sauvé, R. Polanco Lazo, J. M. Álvarez Zárate (Eds)

- Provides a detailed investigation of the Pacific Alliance’s aims, unique modus operandi and achievements to date
- Situates the Pacific Alliance against a broader canvas of comparative regionalism, drawing on the experience of other regional integration schemes and multilateral efforts
- Offers an assessment of the pros and cons of pursuing deep integration objectives with weak institutional arrangements

This volume focuses on one of the most innovative deep integration constructs, The Pacific Alliance, which aims at expanding the frontiers of trade and investment governance in Latin America. […]

Contents
The Pacific Alliance in a World of Preferential Trade Agreements: An Introduction (Pierre Sauvé, Rodrigo Polanco Lazo and José Manuel [..]

Fields of Interest
Political Science; Area Studies; International Economic Law, Trade Law; Regionalism

Gender Innovation in Political Science
New Norms, New Knowledge
M. Sawer, K. Baker (Eds)

- Considers the successes and challenges associated with integrating gender innovation to political science
- Offers evidence on the breadth and policy impact of gender innovation
- Brings together leading gender scholars across disciplines, including international relations and public policy

In this book, leading gender scholars survey the contribution of feminist scholarship to new norms and knowledge in diverse areas of political science and related political practice. They provide new evidence of the breadth of this contribution […]

Contents
1. Introduction: New norms, new knowledge; Kerryn Baker.- 2. How the absence of women became a democratic deficit: The role of feminist political science; Marian Sawer.- 3. The idea of gendered [..]

Fields of Interest
Politics and Gender; Public Policy; Women’s Studies

Series Title
Gender and Politics

May 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-74426-1

All Languages Rights Available except Spanish

June 2018
XII, 262 p. 34 illus., 13 illus. in color. Hardcover.
155 x 235 mm
£ 101.00 | € 114.99 | $ 129.00
ISBN 978-3-319-78463-2

All Languages Rights Available

July 2018
148 x 210 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-75849-7

All Languages Rights Available
Historiographical Investigations in International Relations
B. C. Schmidt, N. Guilhot (Eds)

- Provides an up-to-date account of the historical turn in IR
- Reviews the historiographical issues that have arisen among disciplinary historians
- Includes some of the field’s preeminent disciplinary historians

This book critically investigates the historiography of International Relations. For the past fifteen years, the field has witnessed the development of a strong interest in the history of the discipline. [...] 

Contents
1. Introduction.- 2. Writing the World (Remix).- 3. Aesthetic Realism.- 4. How Should We Approach the History of International Thought?- 5. Threads and Boundaries: rethinking the intellectual [...] 

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; Political Theory; International Political Economy

Series Title
The Palgrave Macmillan History of International Thought

Axel Honneth and the Critical Theory of Recognition
V. Schmitz (Ed)

- Brings together a wide range of key issues raised by Axel Honneth’s influential brand of Frankfurt School critical theory
- Appraises and applies Honneth’s theory in the context of contemporary political and social problems
- Appeals to scholars in political science, sociology, philosophy, cultural studies, communication, and literature, among other disciplines

The critical theory of the Frankfurt School has undergone numerous and at times fundamental changes over the last ninety years. Since the late 1960s, it has been characterized primarily by Jürgen Habermas’s “communicative turn” and a focus on [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Democracy; Political Philosophy; International Political Economy; Critical Theory; Social Theory

Series Title
Political Philosophy and Public Purpose

Political Confidence and Democracy in Europe
Antecedents and Consequences of Citizens’ Confidence in Representative and Regulative Institutions and Authorities
C. Schnaudt

- Investigates the distinctiveness, antecedents and consequences of citizens’ confidence in representative and regulative institutions and authorities
- Offers an in-depth analysis of citizens’ political confidence for a total of twenty-one European countries based on individual-level data from the European Social Survey (ESS)
- Provides novel insights into the relevance of citizens’ political confidence for the functioning and well-being of modern democracies

This book examines the antecedents and consequences of citizens’ confidence in different political institutions and authorities. [...] 

Contents
Introduction: Political Confidence and Democracy.- The Concept of Political Confidence.- Antecedents of Political Confidence.- Consequences of Political Confidence.- Conclusions: The [...] 

Fields of Interest
Comparative Politics; Political Sociology; Public Policy; Governance and Government; Democracy

Series Title
Contributions to Political Science

July 2018
XV, 226 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-78035-1

All Languages Rights Available

August 2018
XV, 285 p. 1 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
ISBN 978-3-319-91979-9

All Languages Rights Available

July 2018
XXII, 302 p. 12 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 79.99 | € 89.99 | $ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-319-89431-7

All Languages Rights Available
Neoliberalism in Multi-Disciplinary Perspective
A. Scribano, F. Timmermann Lopez, M. E. Korstanje (Eds)

- Aims to answer with a pluralistic approach the question, “What is the meaning of neoliberalism today?”
- Provides a systematic reflection on what neoliberalism is, and addresses a host of problems, which allows the reader to understand the social practices, narratives, and processes that characterize neoliberalism
- Contributes notably to the grounds of social sciences, igniting a new discussion, which escapes to the unilateral barriers of ethnocentrism

This volume brings together well-versed authors from four continents to critically discuss the roots of neoliberalism and how academics use the word today. Neoliberalism has recently recycled and mutated towards new forms of radicalization where [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; Political Theory; Governance and Government; International Political Economy; Political Sociology

Rethinking Transitional Gender Justice
Transformative Approaches in Post-Conflict Settings
R. Shackel, L. Fiske (Eds)

- Recognizes both the importance of improving gender justice in conflict and post-conflict settings and the disappointing progress to date
- Draws together established and emerging scholars from sociology, law, history, political science and education
- Provides a compelling argument for the need to fundamentally rethink global approaches to gender justice in post conflict societies
This book draws together established and emerging scholars from sociology, law, history, political science and education to examine the global and local issues in the pursuit of gender justice in post-conflict settings. This examination is [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Development Studies; Politics and Gender; Democracy; African Politics; Human Rights; Peace Studies

Series Title
Gender, Development and Social Change

Marxism and Left-Wing Politics in Europe and Iran
Y. Shahibzadeh

- Traces the rise and fall of the European and Iranian Left
- Provides contribution is a comparative politico-intellectual history of the European and Iranian Left
- Examines the impacts of transformations on political conceptualizations of history and revolution in the above countries
This book reveals aspects of the rise and fall of the European and Iranian Left, their conceptualization of Marxism and ideological formations. Questions regarding the Left and Marxism within two seemingly different economic, political and [...]
The Strauss-Krüger Correspondence
Returning to Plato through Kant
S. M. Shell (Ed)

• Offers an accessible entry point to understanding the development of Leo Strauss’ influential political philosophy
• Presents the first translation of Leo Strauss’ letters with Gerhard Krüger, a student of Heidegger and fellow modern Platonist, with commentary by leading Strauss scholars
• Sheds new light on Leo Strauss’ connection with the Kantian tradition
• Casts new and important light on the broader question of the conflict between reason and revelation, as well as the possibility of a philosophical theology relevant to the present

This book presents the first full translation of the correspondence of Leo Strauss and Gerhard Krüger, showing for each the development of key and influential [...] 

Contents
1. Editor’s Introduction.- 2. The Correspondence of Leo Strauss and Gerhard Krüger, 1928-1962 (Complete Text).- 3. The Light Shed on the Crucial Development of Strauss’s Thought by his [...] 

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy; Philosophy of Religion; Modern Philosophy; Classical Philosophy

Series Title
Recovering Political Philosophy

May 2018
XII, 237 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-74200-7

All Languages Rights Available

Nexus of Resilience and Public Policy in a Modern Risk Society
M. Shimizu, A. L. Clark

• Presents a new nexus of resilience and public policy
• Points out how to incorporate resilience into projects or programs to build resilient societies
• Describes how to foster co-production of knowledge in complex and uncertain risk societies

This is the first book to articulate resilience-based public policy for a constantly changing, complex, and uncertain risk society. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Regional/Spatial Science; Risk Management; Social Policy; Operations Research/Decision Theory; Quality Control, Reliability, Safety and Risk

September 2018
XIII, 145 p. 27 illus. Hardcover. 155 x 235 mm
£ 64.99 | € 74.99 | $ 89.99
ISBN 978-981-10-7361-8

All Languages Rights Available

Islam, Securitization, and US Foreign Policy
E. A. Shipoli

• Analyzes how Islam has been securitized in the US on a state level
• Details how US foreign policy makers have securitized Islam first in policy discourses, and then globally as part of a systemic securitization process
• Further develops securitization theory by using Islam as an example

This book argues that Islam has been securitized in US foreign policy, especially during the W. Bush administration when it was increasingly portrayed as the ultimate “other.” This securitization was realized through the association of Islam with [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Politics and Religion; Foreign Policy; US Politics; Political Communication; International Relations Theory

May 2018
XVII, 327 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 64.99 | € 74.99 | $ 89.99
ISBN 978-3-319-71110-2

All Languages Rights Available
Citizens’ Activism and Solidarity Movements
Contending with Populism
B. Slom, A. Krasteva, A. Saarinen (Eds)

- Explores the democratic counterforces to right-wing populism amongst European citizens
- Critically reflects upon citizenship, democracy, diversity and conflict
- Focuses on intersectionality politics rather than identity politics and class politics

This book explores the activism and solidarity movements formed by contemporary European citizens in opposition to populism, which has risen significantly in reaction to globalization, European integration and migration. [...] 

Contents
Chapter 1: Citizens’ activism and solidarity movements in contemporary Europe: Contending with populism.- Chapter 2: Dilemmas of citizenship and evolving civic activism in Denmark.- Chapter 3: [...] 

Fields of Interest
European Politics; Citizenship; Comparative Politics

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in European Political Sociology

Development and Disaster Management
A Study of the Northeastern States of India
A. Singh, M. Punia, N. P. Haran, T. B. Singh (Eds)

- Highlights the social science perspective to disasters rather than an engineering approach
- Helps development and governance institutions to prioritize disasters as a problem of development
- Presents an anthropological approach to disaster management, combining culture, science and governance to bring sustainable development in the fragile regions of Northeast India
This book highlights the relationship between disasters and development through a socio-cultural study of human geography and governance institutions. It studies the cause, context and consequences of disasters in one of the most fragile [...] 

Contents
Section 1: Disasters, Management and Development.- Chapter 1 India's Northeast: Disasters, Development and Community Resilience.- Chapter 2 Natural disasters in The North-East: Crucial Role of [...] 

Fields of Interest
Political Science; Development Studies; Regional/Spatial Science; Environmental Management

Richard M. Nixon and European Integration
A Reappraisal
J. M. Siracusa, H. T. T. Nguyen

- Makes a significant contribution to the literature on American policy towards European integration and the historiography of the Nixon Presidency
- Demonstrates that the forces pressing for continuity in American policy towards Europe were stronger than Nixon’s ability to challenge that policy
- Makes the case that a strong Europe was/is too important to the united States

This book re-examines the Nixon administration’s attitude and approach to the European integration project. The formulation of US policy towards European integration in the Nixon presidential years (1969-1974) was conditioned by the perceived [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
US Politics; Political History; Diplomacy
Great Power Conduct and Credibility in World Politics
S. Smolnikov

- Sheds light on the phenomenon of great powers’ obsession with retaining images of their primacy and resolve in international affairs
- Draws from social psychology and suggests that credibility-fixed type of behavior is connected to a particular stage of the power cycle
- Contributes to the IR pragmatist tradition of creating predictable values and generates further knowledge about generalized patterns in world politics

This book seeks to answer one main question: what is the core concern of great powers that streamlines their behavior in the contemporary system of international relations? Building on the examples of the United States, China, Russia, France, and […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; International Security Studies; Foreign Policy; Diplomacy; US Politics; Russian and Post-Soviet Politics

Japan and Asia’s Contested Order
The Interplay of Security, Economics, and Identity
Y. Sohn, T. J. Pempel (Eds)

- Explores what the rise of China means for Japan and its image of itself
- Analyzes the relationship between American and Japanese politics
- Provides a panoramic view of regional tensions in East Asia today

This book brings together up-to-date research from prominent international scholars in a collaborative exploration of the Japan’s efforts to shape Asia’s rapidly shifting regional order. […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Asian Politics; Diplomacy; Globalization

Series Title
Asia Today

International Courts and Mass Atrocity
Narratives of War and Justice in Croatia
I. Sokolić

- Evaluates the success of the intended expressivist goals of domestic and international war crimes trials dealing with the 1991-1995 Croatian conflict
- Highlights how dominant everyday narratives are and the difficulty that top-down judicial narratives can face
- Focuses on the political sociology of law, rather than strictly legal ramifications

The extra-legal effects of international and domestic war crimes trials continue to puzzle researchers and practitioners. In the former Yugoslavia states, the legacy of conflict and issues of transitional justice remains central in politics, […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Relations Theory; International Criminal Law; European Politics; Legislative and Executive Politics; Political Sociology

Series Title
Memory Politics and Transitional Justice

May 2018
IX, 315 p. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 119.99 | € 139.99 | $ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-319-71884-2
All Languages Rights Available

September 2018
XI, 335 p. 13 illus. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 89.99 | € 99.99 | $ 119.99
All Languages Rights Available except Korean and Japanese

August 2018
XIV, 229 p. 24 illus., 4 illus. in color. Hardcover.
148 x 210 mm
£ 59.99 | € 69.99 | $ 84.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90840-3
All Languages Rights Available except Korean and Japanese
Policing and Combating Terrorism in Northern Ireland
The Royal Ulster Constabulary GC
N. Southern

- Provides key strategies for counter-terrorism from a study of policing in Northern Ireland
- Considers the impact of terrorism on the Royal Ulster Constabulary and their families
- Utilises unique and rich qualitative material to make a new contribution to the field, especially in the understanding of victimhood

This book explores the challenges of combating terrorism from a policing perspective using the example of the Royal Ulster Constabulary GC (RUC) in Northern Ireland. The RUC was in the frontline of counter-terrorism work for thirty years of [...]
Before the Age of Prejudice
A Muslim Woman’s National Security Work with Three American Presidents - A Memoir
S. Tahir-Kheli

- Reveals the inner workings of the US establishment’s foreign policy apparatus
- Provides the unique perspective of a Muslim woman on US foreign policy
- Contextualizes issues of race and gender in the age of Trump

This book offers a fascinating insider’s perspective from one who happens to be a Muslim woman on U.S. foreign policy making during three Republican presidential administrations. Shirin Tahir-Kheli’s life story is a testament to the promise and [...] 

Contents
Chapter 1: The Times: Celebrating Hyberabadi Style.- Chapter 2: The Old and the New.- Chapter 3: Education and Romance.- Chapter 4: Return to the United States.- Chapter 5: Back to Pakistan.- [...] 

Fields of Interest
US Politics; Middle Eastern Politics; Citizenship 

R2P and the US Intervention in Libya
P. Tang Abomo

- Includes a preface by Gen. Carter Ham, Former Commander, U.S. Africa Command
- Addresses the skepticism of those who think that the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) is just an empty rhetoric
- Shows the role played by women – Samantha Power, Hilary Clinton, and Susan Rice – in altering the main tenets of U.S. foreign policy

This book argues that the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) the Libyan people played an important role in the U.S.’s decision to act, both in terms of how the language of deliberation was framed and the implementation of the actual intervention [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; Foreign Policy; International Humanitarian Law; Law of Armed Conflict; Human Rights; International Relations Theory; International Organization 

Capitalising Economic Power in the US
Industrial Strategy in the Neoliberal Era
M. Tassinari

- Analyses US public intervention in a historical period of government’s departure from economic dynamics
- Key reference for an ad hoc analysis of American industrial strategy in the neoliberal era
- Illustrates policy implications of contemporary change

This book examines the American industrial strategy, from the late 70s to the present day, in what is now known as the ‘neoliberal era’. The author illustrates the ways in which the protection and promotion of American companies and industries [...] 

Contents
Chapter 1. Introduction.- Chapter 2. Contextualizing the American industrial strategy in the neoliberal era.- Chapter 3. The rise of the neoliberal rhetoric: Reaganomics and its contradictions.- [...] 

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; US Politics; Industrial Organization; Trade; Political Economy/Economic Policy 

Series Title
International Political Economy Series
Customized Implementation of European Union Food Safety Policy

United in Diversity?

E. Thomann

- Provides the conceptual basis for systematic and cumulative comparative empirical research on the customization of EU policy
- Examines how multilevel implementation affects the practical solution of common problems in the EU
- Appeals to students and scholars of Public Policy, Political Science, and European Union Studies

This book sheds light on the patterns, causes and consequences of the “customization” of European Union (EU) policies. Even if they comply, member states interpret and adapt EU rules in very diverse ways when putting them into practice. We can […]

Contents
1. Discretion, diversity and problem-solving in the European Union.- 2. Moving beyond (non-)compliance: Conceptualizing customization. […]

Fields of Interest
Public Policy; Legislative and Executive Politics; European Union Politics; Political Leadership; Comparative Politics; Food Science

Series Title
International Series on Public Policy

July 2018
XXII, 228 p. 18 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 54.99 | € 64.99 | $ 79.99
ISBN 978-3-319-92683-4

All Languages Rights Available

Measuring Education Inequality in Developing Countries

N. Torpey-Saboe

- Analyzes education inequality in developing countries and provides real-world examples
- Explains how political and economic processes are related to education inequality
- Stresses on contemporary issues in politics and its relation to education

This book constructs a measure of education inequality using time-series cross-national data and utilizes real-world examples based on author interviews. It provides insights into how classic trade theory might be applied more broadly to generate […]

Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction.- Chapter 2: What Education Inequality Means for Children.- Chapter 3: How Political and Economic Processes are related to Education Inequality.- Chapter 4: Measuring […]

Fields of Interest
Development and Children; Comparative Politics; Development Aid; Regional Development; Development and Social Change

July 2018
XIV, 168 p. 12 illus. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
£ 54.99 | € 64.99 | $ 79.99
ISBN 978-3-319-90628-7

All Languages Rights Available

Trump and Political Philosophy

Leadership, Statesmanship, and Tyranny

A. Jaramillo Torres, M. B. Sable (Eds)

- Uses political philosophy to provide the analytic tools for researchers to understand the deeper significance of contemporary events
- Includes a range of representatives from across ancient, medieval, modern, classical liberal, and continental thought on the topics of leadership, statesmanship, and tyranny
- Offers a diversity of contributors whose political leanings are liberal, conservative and radical

This book aims to recover from ancient and modern thinkers valuable arguments about statesmanship, leadership, and tyranny which illuminate reassessments of political science and practice after the election of Donald Trump. Like almost everyone […]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy; US Politics

June 2018
XX, 328 p. Hardcover. 148 x 210 mm
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All Languages Rights Available except Spanish
Diasporic Returns to the Ethnic Homeland
The Korean Diaspora in Comparative Perspective
T. Tsuda, C. Song (Eds)
- Cites specific cases of return migration in South Korea
- Explores developments of the hierarchies among co-ethnics in ethnic homelands
- Examines diasporic return migration in the context of policy

This book examines Korean cases of return migrations and diasporic engagement policy. The study concentrates on the effects of this migration on citizens who have returned to their ancestral homeland for the first time and examines how these [...]
Democracy under Threat
A Crisis of Legitimacy?
U. van Beek (Ed)

- Studies the causes and effects of declining legitimacy in countries worldwide
- Provides a longitudinal analysis of five younger democracies and two well-established democracies
- Addresses relevant and topical concerns relating to crisis of democracy

This book addresses some of the most pressing questions of our time: Is democracy threatened by globalisation? Is there a legitimacy crisis in contemporary democracies? Is the welfare state in individual countries under pressure from global [...]?

Contents
Preface; Ursula van Beek. - Part I: Theoretical aspects and overview. - Chapter 1: Globalization, Populism and Legitimacy in Contemporary Democracy; Dieter Fuchs and Hans-Dieter Klingemann. - Chapter [...]?

Fields of Interest
Democracy; Comparative Politics; Globalization

Series Title
Challenges to Democracy in the 21st Century

How Is Terrorism Changing Us?
Threat Perception and Political Attitudes in the Age of Terror
M. Vergani

- Assesses if the fear of terrorism plays a role in changing the public opinion
- Looks at more subtle psychological mechanisms to explain changes in political views following the threat of terrorism
- Elaborates on the effects of the perceived threat of terrorism on the public opinion across different contexts, i.e. Europe, North America and Australia

This book examines how the perception of terrorism threat erodes civil liberties, sows doubt about the loyalties of immigrants, and heightens the left-right ideological divide. The book presents original analysis of survey data and experiments [...]?

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Communication; Terrorism and Political Violence; Media and Communication

Gender, Family, and Adaptation of Migrants in Europe
A Life Course Perspective
I. Vlase, B. Voicu (Eds)

- Applies the life course perspective in a comprehensive way that focuses on its interplay with migration, considering both the perspective of immigrants and the one of returnees
- Uses biographic interviews that provide original and rich data and are specifically designed to give priority to the life course of migrants and returnees from an interdisciplinary, socio-anthropological perspective.
- Addresses fields which were seldom or never addressed from a life-course approach, such as teenagers, or the effects of life satisfaction.

This volume documents the life uncertainties revealed by migrants’ biographies. For international migrants, life journeys are less conventional [...]?

Contents

Fields of Interest
Development and Social Change; Migration; Development and Gender; Sociology of Family, Youth and Aging; Politics and Gender; Cultural Policy and Politics

June 2018
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All Languages Rights Available

May 2018
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Risk Journalism between Transnational Politics and Climate Change
I. Volkmer, K. Sharif

- Illustrates the new ways in which journalists raise public awareness on climate change across local, national, regional, and global digital spaces
- Contributes to a new ‘reflexive’ perspective of data journalism scholarship
- Introduces the concept of ‘cosmopolitan loops’ to address major transformations in journalistic practice

This book introduces a new methodology to assess the way in which journalists today operate within a new sphere of communicative ‘public’ interdependence across global digital communities by focusing on climate change debates. […]

European Disintegration
A Search for Explanations
H. Vollaard

- Provides a comprehensive conceptualization and explanation of European disintegration
- Based upon a thorough exploration of a wide variety of theories on European integration and comparative analyses of failing federations, falling empires, and states
- Answers questions surrounding the future of the EU and how to address Euroscepticism

This book accounts for whether and how the path of the European Union (EU) has developed towards potential disintegration. These questions have become particularly relevant since the outbreak of the debt crises in the Eurozone and the Brexit […]

Illiberal China
The Ideological Challenge of the People’s Republic of China
D. F. Vukovich

- Uncovers new insights on the ongoing Chinese polity and its distinctiveness
- Reconciles “theory” and material analyses and brings an interdisciplinary and multifaceted approach to a complex subject
- Controversially reassesses the Chinese polity even as the Chinese model becomes more and more relevant around the world

This book analyzes the ‘intellectual political culture’ of post-Tiananmen China in comparison to and in conflict with liberalism inside and outside the P.R.C. How do mainland politics and discourses challenge ‘our’ own, chiefly liberal and […]

Fields of Interest
Political Communication; Journalism; Middle Eastern Politics; Public Policy; Regionalism; Climate Change Management and Policy
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Politics and Violence in Central America and the Caribbean
H. Warnecke-Berger

- Provides a comparative perspective on Central America and the Caribbean
- Focuses on comparative historical analysis as well as contemporary causes of violence
- Develops a Cultural Political Economy of Violence as a genuine approach to interlink Political Economy with Cultural theory for explaining violence

This book develops a comparative study on violence in Jamaica, El Salvador, and Belize based on a theoretical approach, extensive field research, and in-depth empirical research. It combines the Caribbean and Central America into a single [...]  

Contents
1. Introduction. - 2. Political Economy and/ or Culture? Theorizing Forms of Violence. - 3. The Roots of Current Violence: Historical Comparative Perspectives on El Salvador, Jamaica, and Belize, [...]  

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Comparative Politics; Politics and Religion; Regionalism; Development and Social Change

African Foreign Policies in International Institutions
J. Warner, T. M. Shaw (Eds)

- Generates conversations in the fields of postcolonial international relations; political, economic, and security studies; as well as informing the fields of foreign policy analysis and the study of international organizations.  

This book is the first to exclusively consider the foreign policy tendencies of African states in international institutions. As an edited volume offering empirically based perspectives from a variety of scholars, this project disables the [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Foreign Policy; African Politics; International Organization

Series Title
Contemporary African Political Economy

Lukács’s Phenomenology of Capitalism
Reification Revalued
R. Westerman

- Offers one of the first full-scale accounts of Lukács’s Heidelberg Aesthetics in English.  
- Reveals the links between Lukács’s account of society and his philosophy of art.  
- Applies Lukács’s thought beyond the paradigm of class conflict, showing what it implies for analysis of human domination of nature, and the notion of rationality as such.  

This book offers a radical new interpretation of Georg Lukács’s History and Class Consciousness, showing for the first time how the philosophical framework for his analysis of society was laid in the drafts of a philosophy of art that he planned [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Political Theory; Political Philosophy

Series Title
Political Philosophy and Public Purpose
Rethinking Stateless Nations and National Identity in Wales and the Basque Country
S. Williams

- Builds on a novel, multi-theoretic framework based on a modified social constructivist ontology and epistemology
- Has implications for wider national identity research, particularly in a ‘stateless nation’ context
- Employs a qualitative multi-method approach, gathering and analysing original data in four languages

This book looks at the fundamental components of national identity as understood by ordinary nation members, and the way in which it is mobilised by political elites. Drawing on an original case comparison between Wales and the Basque Country, [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
Comparative Politics; Citizenship; European Politics; Political History; Political Sociology

The EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy in Germany and the UK
Co-Operation, Co-Optation and Competition
N. Wright

- Investigates the background to, processes for, and objectives of British, French and German engagement with the CFSP
- Uses a combination of detailed documentary analysis and interviews with senior officials and politicians in London, Paris, Berlin and Brussels

This book examines the impact on member states of long-term foreign policy co-operation through the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). [...]

Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction.- Chapter 2: From pusillanimous realism to defensive engagement: Britain’s changing relationship with the CFSP.- Chapter 3: Institutional structures and processes: British [...]}

Fields of Interest
European Union Politics; Foreign Policy; International Security Studies; British Politics; German Politics; French Politics

Series Title
New Perspectives in German Political Studies

Chinese Oil Enterprises in Latin America
Corporate Social Responsibility
W. Wu

- Analyzes corporate social responsibility of Chinese oil companies in Latin America
- Adds a political economy analysis to the existing research
- Provides a micro-level dimension to the field of China-Latin America research

This book focuses on corporate social responsibility (CSR) records of Chinese oil investments in five Latin American countries: Peru, Ecuador, Argentina, Colombia, and Venezuela. These investments have been spearheaded by China’s national oil [...]}

Contents

Fields of Interest
Latin American Politics; Asian Politics; Development and Social Change; Regional Development; International Political Economy

Series Title
Latin American Political Economy
EU Enlargement and Civil Society in the Western Balkans
From Mobilisation to Empowerment
N. Wunsch

- Puts forward a theoretical framework emphasizing the role of domestic agency in processes of differential empowerment
- Highlights the presence of strategic mobilisation among domestic actors
- Advocates a more dynamic, actor-focused understanding of the Europeanisation process

This book examines civil society empowerment during the EU enlargement process. Building on extensive fieldwork, it compares mobilisation around rule of law issues in Croatia, Montenegro, and Serbia. Moving beyond the traditional focus on the [...]"}

**Fields of Interest**
European Union Politics; International Organization; European Politics; Political Communication; Comparative Politics

**Series Title**
Palgrave Studies in European Union Politics

---

Mapping China’s ‘One Belt One Road’ Initiative
L. Xing (Ed)

- Maps the internal policy implications of the ‘One Belt One Road’ (OBOR) initiative for all affected countries
- Analyzes the likely impact of the OBOR initiative on the IPE infrastructure between affected countries
- Provides insight into how security, geopolitical and geoeconomic issues may prevent countries from fully participating in the OBOR initiative

This book sets out to analyze how the OBOR initiative will influence the world’s geopolitical and geoeconomic environment, with specific regard to the ‘Belt and Road’ countries and regions. It evaluates what opportunities the OBOR can offer [...]"

**Fields of Interest**
International Political Economy; Asian Politics; Public Policy; Foreign Policy; Regionalism

**Series Title**
International Political Economy Series

---

Securing the ‘Rice Bowl’
China and Global Food Security
H. Zhang

- Analyzes China's food security issues and their global implications
- Explores how climate change, industrial agriculture, urbanization, and other changes across Asia impact China's agricultural sector
- Elucidates the ways that China's growing appetites will transform countries all over the world

This book offers a snappy but comprehensive investigation of how the resource needs of today could become the resource conflicts of tomorrow. [...]"

**Fields of Interest**
Asian Politics; Agricultural Economics; Asian Economics

---
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The Euro-Atlantic Security System in the 21st Century
From Cooperation to Crisis
R. Zięba

- Examines the evolution of the Euro-Atlantic security system
- Illustrates the limited success of Euro-Atlantic collaboration
- Adopts a neo-realistic approach to understand actions on international levels

This book examines the evolution of the Euro-Atlantic security system, from cooperation to rivalry and crisis, since the beginning of the 21st century. [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
International Security Studies; International Relations Theory; Military and Defence Studies; Foreign Policy

Series Title
Global Power Shift

Varieties of Political Consumerism
From Boycotting to Buycotting
C. V. Zorell

- Expands the present understanding of political consumerism through two original quantitative studies
- Highlights the relevance of political consumerism in the future world of politics
- Considers intrinsic factors other than the expression of value orientations

This book provides an analysis of the politics of consumption and how the 'educated consumer' plays a vital role in advancing responsible market practices and consumption. Based on a comprehensive interdisciplinary perspective, it explores the [...]

Contents
1: Revising our Understanding of Political Consumerism.- 2: Perspectives on Political Consumerism.- 3: Explaining Political Consumerism at the Country Level.- 5: [...]

Fields of Interest
International Political Economy; Consumer Behavior; Political Communication; Comparative Politics; Political Sociology

Series Title
Global Power Shift

Corruption and Democratic Transition in Eastern Europe
The Role of Political Scandals in Post-Milošević Serbia
M. Zurnić

- Based on the author's fieldwork and media analysis from the region
- Challenges the view that corruption scandals can only exist in consolidated democracies
- Introduces a new understanding of corruption based on the separation of private and public political spheres

This book examines the relationship between corruption scandals and transitional processes in post-Milošević Serbia after 2000. The study challenges the view that corruption has always been understood as a conflict between private interests and [...]

Contents

Fields of Interest
European Politics; Democracy; Political Leadership

Series Title
Global Power Shift